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This Remembrance Day saw the annual sadness in remembering our gallant war dead. The show on the history channel 
was most poignant in the retelling of the Battle for Kokoda and the destruction of the Japanese Army. Not only told the 
harrowing story of our wonderful barely-trained chockos in the 39th Bn and 3rd Militia Bn, the heroics of the 2/16 Bn, AIF 
and the 2/14th BN AIF and the remarkable ‘fuzzy wuzzys’ but also told the terrible story of the privations and anguish of 
the Japanese soldiers. They suffered dreadfully on their crazy push on Moresby. Their supply chain didn’t exist and as a 
consequence, they were starving and resorted to cannibalism. Before we condemn them for this atrocity we have to 
consider what we would do in similar circumstances. After all, they were all humans doing the bidding of their respective 
governments. We sometime lose sight of this fact when criticizing our current soldiery. The new movie ‘Hacksaw Ridge’ is 
a remarkable story of a conscientious objector who ‘did his bit’ in WW2 without a weapon. He was a medic who bravely 
rescued many men and was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honour. What a man! The other piece of shattering news 
(for many) is the victory of Donald Trump. I’m no Trump fan but no Clinton fan either. . The gnashing of teeth and other 
carry-on is a sight to behold. I think the western world is in for a serious roller coaster ride for the next four years. We can 
only hope there’s enough smart people around him to keep it sane. And in the midst of all this mayhem, the anniversary of 
the dismissal of Gough Whitlam (11 Nov 1975) came and went without a word spoken! Maybe the rage has finally ebbed 
away. And a really great sadness for the Malone household is the loss of the great poet/song writer Canadian Leonard 
Cohen. His poetry in song form has always been sensational. We saw him live on stage out in the Swan Valley a few years 
back. What a performer!! What a man!! He will be sorely missed by all of us but he has left us with a great legacy, his body 
of work. Probably never see his like again. So...in the world of military books we are still seeing a great number of new 
books on old subjects being churned out. A notable inclusion in this catalogue is the Ion Idriess bibliography (197/283)

produced recently by Paul Feain and Ellie Aroney of Sydney Rare Book Auctions. It is a high quality hard-back in dust 
wrapper full of colour plates. It is signed and numbered (#189 of 200). Unfortunately, I have only one copy left so its first 
in best dressed of course. The other standout is the authorised wartime history of the British SAS ‘SAS Rogue 

Heroes’ (197/151) by Ben Macintyre (Viking). Large hardback in dust wrapper. Got a few of these. In this month of 
remembrance, spare a thought for the great Truck Sams who is on his final ‘leg’ on his Great Ride Home fro Hanoi to 
Sydney. I think he was in Canberra yesterday for Remembrance Day and plans to be at the Opera House in Sydney on 20 
Nov. And it’s all for awareness of PTSD. GO TRUCKER!! And all praise to Jeff Kennett for his great speech yesterday at 
the AWM. This list is dedicated to those who gave their lives for this great country and those who continue to suffer as a 
result of their war service. Vaya con Dios  M&J 
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Aviation 

 

197/1. (10218)  Alford, Bob & Morgan, 
Tony. A Mystery Unsolved. …The Loss 

of Catalina A24-49  Avonmore Books, 
Adelaide, 2015. Reprint, trade 8vo in card 
covers, signed by Tony Morgan, plates, 
map, appendices, source notes, biblio, 
pp110, **Catalina (PBY5)  A24-49 of 11 Sqn, 
RAAF was engaged in laying mines in the SW 
Pacific campaign when, fully loaded and a 
crew of 10, she went missing in April 1944 
and has never been found. Intriguing story, 
new, A$28. 

197/2. (6986)  Bennett, John. Highest 
Traditions: The History of No 2 
Squadron, RAAF.  AGPS, Canberra, 1997. 
1st ed, small 4to in mint d/w, profusely 
illus, appendices list  all aircraft types 
flown by 2 Sqn from AFC days in WW1 to 
modern times incl Vietnam,honour rolls, 
biblio, index, pp431, **formed in Egypt in 
1916, 2 Sqn, RAAF saw distinguished service 
in WW1, WW2, Malaya and Vietnam (flying 
Canberra bombers out of Phan Rang) - 
unbelievably disbanded in 1982, vg cond and 
now hard to find, A$65. 

197/3. (10075)  Bickers, Richard 
Townshend. Ginger Lacey: Fighter Pilot: 

Battle of Britain Top Scorer.  ISIS Large 
Print, UK, 1998 (fp1962). Reprint, large 
8vo in laminated boards, ex lib, 
chronology of Laceys operations, list of all 
aircraft rererred, index, pp263, **Sgt 
G.H.'Ginger' Lacey shot down 23 German 
aircraft during the Battle of Britai making him 
the 'top ace', good cond, A$22. 

197/4. (8211)  Bowyer, Chaz. Hurricane at 

War.  Ian Allan Ltd, London, 1974. 1st ed, 
4to in protected d/w, fully illustrated in 
b/w, pp160, **the Hawker Hurricane was the 
world's first operational eight-gun monoplane 
fighter to achieve more than 300mph in level 
flight. It was the RAF's first front-line fighter 
and played the main role in the Battle of 
Britain, vg cond, A$25. 

197/5. (1484)  Cole, Barbara. Sabotage and 
Torture: (the destruction of the 
Rhodesian Air Force in 1980).  Three 
Knights, RSA, 1988. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w,  
plates and illustrations, nominal roll of all 
involved  & their locations (in 1988), 
biblio,  index, pp209, **saboteurs destroyed 
or damaged 13 aircraft including the new 
Hawk FGA/bombers on the ground destroying 
half Zimbabwe's airforce. The white pilots 
were singled out by Mugabe and 
systematically held & tortured. Eventually all 

except for three high-ranking officers were 
released, vg cond and now scarce, A$48. 

197/6. (8044)  Cole, Christopher. 
McCudden, VC.  William Kimber, 
London, 1967. 1st ed, large 8vo in price-
clipped but now protected d/w, forward 
by Johnnie Johnson, plates, appendices list 
McCudden's air combat victories, index, 
pp224, **James McCudden was the only 
WW1 RFC pilot who was concerned with 
aviation from beginning of the conflict until 
almost the end - from air mechanic in 1914 to 
flight commander with over 50 victories by 
1918. He was fatally killed in an accident in 
1918, vg cond and uncommon, A$45. 

197/7. (7138)  Cooksley, Peter G. VCs of 

the First World War: The Air VCs.  Wrens 
Park, UK, 1999 (1996). Reprint, large 8vo 
in d/w, profusely illus, biblio, index, 
pp204, **of the more than 600 VCs won in 
WW1, 19 were to airmen (one Australian F.H. 
McNamara - Palestine March 1917), vg 
cond, A$25. 

197/8. (5062)  Cotton, M.C. 'Bush', DFC, 
OAM. Hurricanes Over Burma.  
Crawford House Pubs, Bathurst, 1995. 1st 
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, superior art 
paper, many plates and illustrations, 
appendices list 'the first forty Empire Air 
Training Scheme airmen to embark for 
overseas in 1940, index, pp357, **two books; 
the first is Cotton's story, the second is the 
memoirs of his CO Sqn Ldr C.C.C. 'Bunny 
Stone'. They flew Hurricanes in 43 Fighter  
Sqn RAF and 17 Fighter Sqn respectively, a 
good read, vg cond, A$42. 

197/9. (6533)  Fleuret, Alain. Lufwaffe 
Camouflage 1935-40: An Introduction to 
Luftwaffe Camouflage & Markings, Vols 
2 & 3..  Kookaburra, Melbourne, 1981. 1st 
ed, 4to in d/w, fully illus in colour (by 
Pentland) and b/w, appendices, pp143, 
**over 300 rare and fascinating photos from 
many of the world's best collections, vg cond, 
A$60. 

197/10. (10000)  Freeman, Roger A. 
Wolfpack Warriors: The Story of WW2s 
Most Successful Fighter Outfit.  
Stackpole Books, USA, 2009 (fp2004). 
Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, b/w 
plates, index, pp256, **the story of the US 
8th Air Force's 56th, the 'Zempke Wolf Pack' 
who flew the remarkable P-47 Thunderbolts 
over Europe shooting down 665.5 enemy 
planes and destroying a further 311 on the 
ground, what a team!! new, A$28. 

197/11. (8018)  Glancey, Jonathan. Spitfire: 

The Biography.  Atlantic Books, London, 

2006. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, 
technical specifications, index, pp260, 
**celebrating the 60th anniversary of arguably 
WW2's best fighter plane, an excellent book, 
vg cond, A$40. 

197/12. (10056)  Green, William. 
Messerschmitt Bf 109: The Augsburg 
Eagle: A Documentary History.  Jane's 
Publishing, London, 1980 (fp1971). Fully 
revised ed, 4to in pr. Cl. d/w, fully 
illustrated in colour and b/w, various line 
drawings,  index, pp144, **one of the most 
famous single-seat fighters in the history of 
military aviation, vg cond, A$38. 

197/13. (6243)  Lax, Mark & Kane-
Maguire, Leon. Gestapo Hunters: 464 

Squadron, RAAF, 1942-45.  Banner Books, 
Qld, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, b/w 
plates, maps, appendices list all air-
frames, casualty lists both crews and 
aircraft, biblio, index, pp318, **464 Sqn 
started out flying the unsuccessful Ventura - 
they were  re-equipped with Mosquitos in mid-
1943 and proceeded with low level intruder 
and precision bombing attacks. Their name 
comes from the successful attack on Gestapo 
HQ in Aahus in Denmark, new, A$55. 

197/14. (5944)  Leebold, Arthur. Silent 
Victory: Breaking the Japanese Air-
blockade between Australia and Europe.  
Banner Books, ACT, 1995. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, plates, maps, rolls of QANTAS 
aircrews, biblio, index, pp111, **the 
Catalina was used as the only alternative for 
the long air route to Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and 
India. QANTAS and the RAAF, undertook 
this secret passenger service from Perth, stock 
just about out, new, A$35. 

197/15. (9426)  Longstreet, Stephen. The 
Canvas Falcons: The Story of the Men 
and Planes of World War 1.  W.H. Allen, 
London, 1971. 1st British ed, large 8vo  in 
bumped d/w (now protected), official 
record of victories (by country), biblio, 
appendix, pp365, **flying at the start of 
WW1 was seen as as an exciting even 
glamourous adventure. It was, howver, to 
become a blood bath especially for the RFC in 
the early years, vg cond, A$32. 

197/16. (10181)  Maguire, Jon A. and 
Conway, John Peter. American Flight 

Jackets, Airmen and Aircraft: A History 
of US Flyer's Jackets from World War 1 
to Desert Storm.  Schiffer Military/
Aviation History, USA, 1994. 1st ed, large 
4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour and 
b/w, pp247, **an enormous collection of 
flyer's jackets and their art, outstanding book, 
vg cond, A$42. 
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197/17. (2114)  McAulay, Lex. Four Aces: 

Four RAAF Aircrew Aces of World War 
Two.  Banner Books, QLD, 1998. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, 
appendices, index, honours and awards, 
pp143, **the war histories of four Australian 
aces; Nicky Barr (P40 Tomahawk and 
Kittyhawk), Hugo Armstrong (Spitfires), 
Peter Panitz and Dickie Williams (Mosquito 
intruder). Barr was the only one to survive, vg 
cond, A$35. 

197/18. (9876)  Parkin, Ray.. Thirty Years 

Down the Arse End: The Saga of One 
Aircrew Other Than the Pilot.  Author, 
NSW, 2009. 1st ed (limited to 20 copies 
only), large 8vo in navy cloth with gold 
titles, one plate, page 278a inserted later, 
pp332, **a chronicle of the life of an 
Australian serviceman of absolutely no 
distinction. He was an air gunner, wireless 
operator, signaller and air electronics officer. 
They were aircrew in 206 Sqn RAF, Coastal 
Command, good cond, A$28. 

197/19. (9974)  Sharp, C. Martin. DH: A 

History of de Havilland.  Airlife, 
England, 1982 (fp1960). Reprint, large 8vo 
in good d/w, plates, appendices, notes on 
illustrations, index, pp487, **a centenarary 
publication marking a century of endeavour. 
This edition adds a further 13 chapters from 
the 1960 original, vg cond, A$36. 

197/20. (9986)  Spick, Mick. Luftwaffe 
Bomber Aces: Men, Machines, Methods.  
Greenhill Books, London, 2001. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
illustrations, appendix, biblio, index, 
pp239, **a detailed analysis of German 
bomber and dive-bomber tactics and 
biographical details on the Luftwaffe's most 
outstanding pilots, vg cond, A$32. 

197/21. (6664)  Taylor, Assheton F. One 

Way Flight to Munich: Memoirs of a 460 
Squadron (RAAF) Navigator.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2000 (fp1998). Reprint, 4to in card 
covers, index, pp273, **the author's 
Lancaster was shot down over Munich in 
1943. He was captured, interrogated and 
imprisoned in Stalag Ivb. Good story, new, 
A$28. 

197/22. (10066)  Tillman, Barrett. Hellcat: 

The F6F in World War 2.  Patrick 
Stephens, UK, 1979. 1st UK ed, large 8vo 
in pr. Cl. d/w, plates, appendices, rolls of 
commanders of Hellcat carrier squadrons, 
biblio, index, pp265, **an operational history 
of the Grumman F6F, the most important 
Allied aircraft in the Pacific during 1943-44, 
They were also used with great success against 
the Luftwaffe in 1945 over Europe, sl chipped 

d/w else good cond, A$32. 

197/23. (5357)  Wilson, David J. Seek and 
Strike: 75 Squadron RAAF - 1942-2002..  
Banner Books, Qld, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, 
nominal roll 1942, roll of honour, index, 
pp229, **75 Sqn have flown most fighters in 
the RAAF including Kittyhawk, Lightening, 
Mustang, Vampire, Meteor, Sabre, Mirage 
and Hornett; a good unit history, new, A$48. 

 

Espionage 

 

197/24. (8867)  Andrew, Christopher. The 

Defence of the Realm: The Authorized 
History of MI5.  Penguin Group 
(Australia), 2009. 1st Aust. Ed, thick 8vo in 
d/w, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, 
index, articles loose at rear, pp1032, 
**produced to mark the Centenary of the 
founding of MI5, Britains's domestic counter-
espionage agency; an excellent reference as it is 
the 'authorized' version, vg cond, A$55. 

197/25. (9959)  Bar-Zohar, Michael & 
Mishal, Nissam. Mossad: The Greatest 

Missions of the Israeli Secret Service.  
Vintage Books, Sydney, 2012 (fp2010) 
Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
biblio & sources, index, pp388, **Mossad is 
widely acknowledged as one of the best and 
most enigmatic intelligence services in the 
world. This book chronicles their impressive 
missions over 60 years, vg cond, A$28. 

197/26. (1540)  Breuer, William, B. 
MacArthur's Undercover War: Spies, 
Saboteurs, Guerrilas, and Secret 
Missions.  John Wiley, NY, 1995. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, notes and 
sources, index, pp257, **an overview of the 
secret war in the Pacific; intelligence played a 
crucial role in bringing about an Allied 
victory. In fact MacArthur's whole campaign 
was designed around espionage and guerrilla 
warfare, vg cond, A$34. 

197/27. (6568)  Brook-Shepherd, Gordon. 
Iron Maze: The Western Secret Services 
and the Bolsheviks.  Harper-Collins, 
London, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, source notes, appendices, index, 
pp402, **the struggle of the Allied secret 
services to topple the Bolshevik regime during 
Lenin's first shaky years of power, great read - 
and Reilly 'Ace of Spies' was a real agent! vg 
cond, A$25. 

 

197/28. (9679)  Conant, Jennet. The 

Irregulars: Roald Dahl and the British 
Spy Ring in Wartime Washington.  
Simon & Schuster, NY, 2009. 1st ed, trade 
8vo in card covers, plares, index, pp390, 
**when Roald Dahl, a dashing young wounded 
RAFpilot, took up his post at the British 
Embassy in Washington in before Pearl 
Harbour, his assignment was to use his good 
looks, wit, and considerable charm to gain 
access to the most powerful figures in US 
life,in particular the intelligence 
community, vg cond, A$28. 

197/29. (8560)  Dunlop, Richard. Behind 
Japanese Lines: With the OSS in Burma.  
Rand McNally & Co, NY, 1979. 1st US ed, 
8vo in worn and price-clipped d/w, plates 
& maps, glossary, extensive biblio, index, 
pp410, **Bill Donovan formed a special unit 
to serve behind the lines in Burma to train and 
fight with the Kachin people. OSS Detachment 
101 was the first clandestine unit formed by 
Donovan and deployed in 1942 and remained 
there till 1945 playing a significant role in 
retaking the Burma Road, gen good cond 
and uncommon in Aust, A$45. 

197/30. (9860)  Gannon, Paul. Colossus: 

Bletchley Park's Great Secret.  Atlantic 
Books, London, 2006. 1st ed, thick 8vo in 
d/w, very clean ex lib, plates, chapter 
notes, appendices, further reading list, 
index, pp562, **in late 1943 a large unweildy 
machine was installed at Bletchley Park, the 
centre of Britain's wartime code-breaking 
activities. It was called Colossus and its 
purpose was to analyse the contents of 
intercepted German wireless messages that 
had been encrypted on the Enigma cipher 
machine, vg cond and scarce, A$32. 

197/31. (5960)  Garnett, David. The Secret 

History of PWE: The Political Warfare 
Executive 1939-1945.  St Ermin's Press, 
London, 2002. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, 
plates, biblio, index, pp496, **of all of 
Britain's secret intelligence organisations, the 
least known is the PWE, developed to conduct 
psychological warfare against the Nazis. The 
original manuscript, written in 1952, was 
highly classified and only released after 50 
years; excellent, new, A$46. 

197/32. (9128)  Howe, Ellic. The Black 
Game: British Subversive Operations 
Against the Germans During the Second 
World War  Queen Anne Press/Futura, 
London, 1988 (fp1982). Reprint, small 8vo 
in card covers, plates, appendix, index, 
pp276, **the brilliant Sefton Delmer of the 
British Political Warfare Executive who led 
the Germans a merry dance by planting 
falsehoods, lies and treasonable acts among the 
Germans. They were very successful at it, vg 
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cond, A$24. 

197/33. (9992)  Macintyre, Ben. Double 
Cross: The True Story of the D-Day 
Spies.  Crown Publishers, NY, 2012, 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, b/w plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp400, **Operation 
Fortitude, which protected and enabled the 
invasion on D-Day and the Double Cross 
system, which specialised in turning German 
spies into double agents, tricked the Nazis 
into believing the Allies would attack at calais 
and Norway rather than Normandy, new 
cond, A$24. 

197/34. (393)  Masterman, J.C. The 
Double-Cross System in the War of 1939 
to 1945.  ANU Press, Canberra, 1972. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, inscr in fep, 
appendices, index, pp203, **by means of the 
'double-cross' system the British effectively 
ran and controlled the German espionage 
system in England. This is the Masterman 
Report, vg cond, A$32. 

197/35. (7342)  Paillole, Colonel Paul. 
Fighting the Nazis: French Military 
Intelligence and Counter-Intelligence 
1935-1945.  Enigma Books, NY, 2003 (fp in 
French as 'Services Speciaux' in 2002). 1st 
Eng. lang ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
charts, index, pp492, **memoirs of the only 
French officer in on the secrets of D-Day, vg 
cond A$35. 

197/36. (9918)  Pinto, LtCol Oreste. The 
Spycatcher Omnibus: The Spy and 
Counter-spy Adventures of LtCol Oreste 
Pinto (taken from his personal 
experiences),  Hodder & Stoughton, 
London, 1962 (fp1952) 1st omnibus ed, 
8vo in protected, pr. cl. d/w, inscr in fep, 
pp479. **Pinto, a Dutchman,  spent a lot of 
his adult life fighting the Germans both in 
WW1 and WW2. He was a member of the 
French Deuxieme Bureau (the equivalent to 
MI5). A great read, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$32. 

197/37. (9934)  Rankin, Nicholas. Ian 
Fleming's Commandos: The Story of 30 
Assault Unit in WW2.  Faber & Faber, 
London, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates & maps, source 
notes, index, pp397, **Fleming was on the 
staff of Naval Intelligence when he devised a 
plan to form a unit of 'authorised looters' who 
would go in before an assault and steal 
intelligence.They achieved remarkable results 
in various theatres but their biggest coup was 
capturing the entire German Naval archive, 
vg cond, A$40. 

 

197/38. (10114)  Rankin, Nicholas. A 

Genius for Deception: How Cunning 
Helped the British Win Two World 
Wars.  Oxford Uni Press, UK, 2011 
(fp2009). Reprint, trde 8vo in card covers, 
plates, source notes, idex, pp466, **a 
compendious history of how Britain bluffed, 
tricked and spied its way to victory in two 
world wars. Based on strategic deception 
using camouflage, propaganda, secret 
intelligence and special forces, the Brits did it 
all so well, vg cond and uncommon, A$28. 

197/39. (10196)  Richelson, Jeffrey T. The 

U.S. Intelligence Community.  Westview 
Press, USA, 1995 (fp1985), 3rd ed, large 
trade 8vo in card covers, diagrams, 
acronyms and abbreviations, chapter 
footnotes, index, pp524, **rated the best and 
most comprehensive overview of US 
intelligence, good cond, A$25. 

197/40. (10188)  Rimington, Stella. Open 
Secret: The Autobiography of the 
Former Director-General of M15.  
Hutchinson, London, 2001. 1st ed, large 
8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, 
pp296, **Stella Rimington turned heads en 
masse in the UK and around the world when 
she assumed command of M15. From all 
accounts she did a pretty good job, vg cond, 
A$32. 

197/41. (10021)  Robbins, Christopher. Air 
America: The CIA's Supersecret Airline.  
Corgi Books, UK, 1988. Reprint, 8vo in 
card covers, plates,biblio, index, pp352, 
**the inside story of Air America, the CIA's 
super secret airline used in war zones from 
China, Africa, Vietnam, South America,, 
Cambodia and Laos. They did remarkable 
work, good cond and very hard to find, 
A$28. 

197/42. (10225)  Sebag-Montefiore, Hugh. 
ENIGMA: The Battle for the Code.  The 
Folio Society, London, 2005. 6th printing, 
large 8vo in boards, plates, notes, biblio, 
index, pp455, **a complete history in the 
battle against Enigma which started long 
before WW2. Hans Thilo Schmidt first handed 
Enigma manuals to te French Secret Service 
in 1931, an outstanding history, vg cond, 
A$42. 

197/43. (4373)  Stripp, Alan. Code Breaker 

in the Far East: How Britain Cracked 
Japan's Top Secret Military Codes.  
Oxford University Press, UK, 1995. 
(fp1989). Reprint, small 8vo in card 
covers,plates and illus, index, source 
notes, biblio, pp204, **describes how 
Bletchley Park and it's Indian and Far 
Eastern outposts broke a series of Japanese 
codes and cipher systems of dazzling variety 

and complexity, vg cond, A$28. 

197/44. (4814)  Thomas, Gordon. Gideon's 
Spies: The Secret History of the Mossad.  
Thomas Dunn Books, NY, 2005 (fp1995). 
Updated ed,  trade 8vo in card-covers, 
index, biblio, pp460, **Israel's Mossad is the 
master of the secret world of spies and covert 
operations. A story from the coal-face told by 
their many spy-masters, vg cond, A$36. 

197/45. (7780)  Tuchman, Barbara. The 

Zimmermann Telegram.  The Folio 
Society, London, 2004. Reprint, large 8vo 
in slip-case, plates, code text of the 
telegram, source notes, biblio, index, 
pp225, **in Jan 1917, the German Foreign 
Minister Arthur Zimmermann sent a cable to 
his Ambassador in Washington for 
transmission to the German Ambassador in 
Mexico. Among other things he made an 
audacious proposal that Germany would 
support Mexico if it declared war on America. 
The Brits promptly intercepted the telegram, 
decoded it and pass it on to the Americans 
who promptly declared war on Germany, 
rivetting stuff, vg cond, A$45. 

197/46. (8983)  Urban, Mark. UK Eyes 
Alpha: The Inside Story of British 
Intelligence.  Faber & Faber, London , 
1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in creased d/w, 
glossary, index, pp326, **a fascinating 
investigation into how Britain's spies reacted 
to the fall of Communism and to the outbreak 
of new conflicts around the world. "UK EYES 
ALPHA' is the classification used for 
Britain's most sensitive intelligence, vg 
cond, A$38. 

197/47. (9620)  West, Nigel. MI5: British 
Security Service Operations 1909-1945.  
The Bodley Head, London, 1981. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, tables 
indicating the Directors and Roles of each 
Section 'A to F', index, 396, **MI5 is the 
'Secuity Service' of Great Britain. Counter-
Intelligence is their raison d'etre. It has been a 
very secretive and enigmatic service and has 
had many successes but also plagued with 
hostile spies especially Russian, slight 
spotting else vg cond, A$38. 

 

Military Biography 

 

197/48. (10083)  Chalmers, Bradley A. 
"Next to Impossible": The Remarkable 
Life of Albert Chalmers Borella, VC.  
Author, NSW, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
laminated boards, maps on inside boards, 
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plates and other maps, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp510, **Borella, VC.  As with 
all VCs, totally indifferent to the dangers in 
front of them. A double gallantry (VC, MM), 
one of our truly greats. Even Albert Jacka was 
in awe of him. What a man!! new, A$55. 

197/49. (9210)  Dean, Peter J. The 
Architect of Victory: The Military Career 
of Lieutenant-General Sir Frank Horton 
Berryman.  Cambridge Uni Press, 
Melbourne, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates & maps, chapter notes, 
extensive biblio, index, pp395, **LtGen Sir 
Frank Berryman is one of the most important, 
yet relatively unknown officers in the history 
of the Australian Army. He was bold, 
calculating and talented and known as 
'Berryman the Bastard'. But he was was one 
of the best - his planning led to the defeat of 
the Japanese in New Guinea as it did in the 
Middle East at Bardia and Tobruk, as new 
cond, A$55. 

197/50. (2677)  Edgar, Bill. Warrior of 

Kokoda: A Biography of Brigadier 
Arnold Potts.  A&U, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 
8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, 
index, pp318, **one of the Army History 
series, an excellent soldier treated poorly by 
Blamey but not by history, vg cond and now 
scarce in 1st ed, A$32. 

197/51. (7582)  Edgar, Bill. Warrior of 

Kokoda: A Biography of Brigadier 
Arnold Potts, DSO, OBE, MC.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2006 (fp1999) Revised edition, 
large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and 
maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp324, 
**Arnold Potts, a WA farmer,  was a hero in 
both World Wars. He led the 21st Infantry 
Brigade against the Japanese in New Guinea. 
His troops plus the remnants of 'Maroubra 
Force' fought a three week withdrawal down 
the Kokoda Track for which he was vilified by 
Blamey and lost his command, new, A$48. 

197/52. (9744)  Edwards, Cecil. John 

Monash.  State Electricity Commission of 
Victoria, Melbourne, 1970. 1st ed, large 
8vo in black leather bindings with 
protected but pr.cl d/w, plates, list of his 
honours and distinctions, biblio, pp76, 
**General John Monash is arguably 
Australia's greatest battle-field commander 
given his efforts on the Western Front in 
WW1, vg cond and SCARCE, A$45. 

197/53. (1121)  Fearnside, G.H. & Clift, 
DCM, Ken. Dougherty: A Great Man 

Among Men: A Biography of MajGen 
Sir Ivan Dougherty, KtCBE, DSO & Bar. 
(AIF)  Alpha Books, Sydney, 1979. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, 
pp212, **Dougherty commanded the 21 Bde 

in Balikpapan Borneo at the end of the war. 
He was revered by his troops as one of the best 
commanders Australia  fielded in WW2, vg 
cond and now quite scarce, A$42. 

197/54. (8649)  Hillier, General Rick. A 
Soldier First: Bullets, Bureaucrats and 
the Politics of War.  Harper Collins, 
Toronto, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
signed by the author, colour plates, index, 
pp509, **General Hillier commanded the 
Canadian Armed Forces before retirement in 
2008. He was always an outspoken leader 
trying to do the best for his troops. He was 
Canada's most popular and most 
controversial leader since WW2; an excellent 
auto, vg cond, A$34. 

197/55. (9961)  Hobbs, Marc J. The 
Memoirs of J. (Paddy) McDowall.  
Vantage Press, NY, 1970. 1st ed, small 8vo 
in pr cl d/w, signed by the author, pp74, 
**the extraordinary exploits of Paddy 
McDowell who served Britain's secret 
services in both WW1 and WW2. He was the 
chief engineer on the Japanese fishing boat 
'KRAIT' on Operation 'Jaywick', the 
successful raid on Japanese shipping in 
Singapore harbour in 1943, vg cond and 
now rare, A$40. 

197/56. (5211)  Hoe, Alan. David Stirling: 
The Authorised Biography of the 
Creator of the SAS.  Little, Brown and 
Co, London, 1992. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/
w and mylar, plates, maps on boards, 
index, pp507, **an outstanding biography of 
the great man, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$48. 

197/57. (8970)  Holmes, Richard. 
Marlborough: England's Fragile Genius.  
Harper Press, London, 2008. 1st ed, thick 
8vo in protected d/w, signed by the 
author, colour plates, maps,  chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp564, **John 
Churchill, the 1st Duke of Marlborough was 
arguably Britain's greatest soldier before 
Wellington. He became a master of strategy, 
tactics and logistics and fought the big battles 
of Blenheim, Ramillies, Oudenarde and 
Malplaquet, vg cond, A$40. 

197/58. (6285)  James, Lawrence. The 
Golden Warrior: The Life and Legend of 
Lawrence of Arabia.  Paragon House, 
NY,  1993. 1st US ed, large 8vo in good d/
w, plates, biblio, source notes, index, 
pp406, **a controversial and provocative 
biography of Lawrence which overturns (with 
evidence) many of the myths that surrounded 
him; very interesting, 'The best study of 
Lawrence yet written' - Sunday Times, 
London vg cond, , A$32. 

197/59. (8022)  Keating, Gavin. The Right 

Man For the Job: Lieutenant General Sir 
Stanley Savige as a Military 
Commander.  OUP, Melbourne, 2006. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, profuse 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp216, 
**Savige started his military career as a 
private soldier in 1915 and was twice 
decorated for gallantry in WW1.He rose to 
become a senior commander in WW2 (via the 
Militia) and led a brigade against the Italians, 
Germans and Vichy French and a division 
and a corps against the Japanese. He was 
known as 'Old Stan' by his men, new cond, 
A$48. 

197/60. (10127)  Korda, Michael. Hero: 
The Life and Legend of Lawrence of 
Arabia.  JR Books, London, 2010. 1st ed, 
very thick large 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, and maps, end notes, biblio, index, 
pp762, **Henry Kissinger said of Hero: 'it is 
a work of brillance, discernment and 
meticulous scholarship that will serely be 
hailed as the gold standard', vg cond, A$52. 

197/61. (5965)  Lodge, Brett. Lavarack: 

Rival General.  Allen & Unwin (Army 
History Unit Bio Series), Sydney, 1998. 1st 
ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter 
notes, extensive biblio, index, pp339, 
**General Lavarack commanded the 
Australian Army (CGS) between 1935 and 
1939. He dropped a rank to go to war and was 
white-anted by Blamey who saw him as a rival 
to his power. He was ruthlessly consigned to 
obscurity, vg cond, A$24. 

197/62. (10203)  Loftus, Ian. The Most 
Fearless and Gallant Soldier I Have Ever 
Seen: The Story of Martin O'Meara, VC.  
Author, Perth, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in 
card covers, plates, maps, biblio, index, 
pp274, **Martin O'Meara, Australia's only 
Irish-born VC recipient of WW1. He showed 
great courage at Poziers where he was called 
'the most fearless and gallant soldier I have 
ever seen'. Two years later he was suffering 
from 'delusional insanity' and died in Perth 
in 1935, new, A$35. 

197/63. (10143)  McMullin, Ross. Will 
Dyson: Australia's Radical Genius.  
Scribe, Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, profusely illustrated, biblio, 
chapter notes, index, pp448, **an updated 
and comprehensively rewritten book based on 
a biography of Will Dyson that was published 
in 1984 (A&R). Hardly a paragraph remains 
unaltered. Dyson was our first official War 
Artist in WW1, vg cond, A$34. 

197/64. (8023)  Sadler, Peter S. The 
Paladin: A Life of Major-General Sir 
John Gellibrand.  OUP, Melbourne, 2000. 
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1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp310, 
**Gellibrand was one of the outstanding leaders 
of the 1st AIF. He saw active service in the Boer 
War (with the Brits), and joined the 1st AIF in 
1914 as a Provisional Captain and left it 5 
years later a knighted Major-General. He won 
renown on Gallipoli and as a brigade and 
divisional commander on the Western Front. 
He later served as a Federal politician between 
the wars, new, A$45. 

197/65. (9636)  Tillman, Barrett. LeMay: A 

Biography.  Palgrave Macmillan, NY, 2007, 
1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
chapter notes, pp205, **General Curtis E. 
LeMay was a terrifying, complex and brillant 
US Airforce general. His combat leadership in 
WW2 was exempliary and controversial. He 
devised the fire-bombing of Tokyo and in charge 
when the A Bombs were dropped. His efforts 
after the war transformed the ramshackle 
Strategic Air Command, vg cond, A$26. 

 

Military General 

 

197/66. (6667)  Bevan, Scott. Battle Lines: 

Australian Artists at War.  Random 
House, Sydney, 2004. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
colour plates, biblio, pp310, **our 
extraordinary  war artists from the Boer War to 
Afghanistan, vg cond, A$28. 

197/67. (6934)  Breen, Bob. The Battle of 
Kapyong: 3rd Battalion, The Royal 
Australian Regiment, Korea, 23-24 April 
1951.  HQ Trg Comd, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates and five fold-out maps, 
nominal roll of 3RAR during the Battle, 
appendices list casualties, honours and 
awards, biblio, source notes, pp159, 
**3RAR were awarded the US Presidential 
Citation for their heroics over two days in 1951 
where they held up the advancing Chinese 
hordes, vg cond and now very hard to find, 
A$65. 

197/68. (10211)  De Vries, Susanna. Heroic 
Australian Women in War: Astonishing 
Tales of Bravery from Gallipoli to 
Kokoda.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 2004. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter 
notes, index, pp296, **a profile of the love, 
dedication and selflessness of 11 outstanding 
Australian women in war, vg cond, A$22. 

197/69. (85)  Dixon, Norman. On the 

Psychology of Military Incompetence.  
Jonathan Cape, London, 1978 (fp1976). 
Reprint, 8vo in d/w, inscr in fep, figures, 

source notes, extensive biblio, index, 
pp448, **from the Crimea to the Bay of Pigs, 
military incompetance abounds - an intelligent 
man's guide to the defects of the human mind, 
vg cond and now hard to find in h/b, 
A$28. 

197/70. (9895)  Evans, Martin. Algeria: 

France's Undeclared War.  Oxford Uni 
Press, NY, 2012, 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w 
plates, maps,  chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp457, **the Algerian War of 1954 to 1962 
was one of the longest and most violent of the 
post-WW2 decolonization struggles, vg cond, 
A$32. 

197/71. (10098)  Feifer, Gregory. The Great 
Gamble: The Soviet War in Afghanistan.  
Harper Collins, NY, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp326, **an examination of the 
conflict from the perspective on the ground. 
Many of the Soviet troops saw the war as a 
demoralising and devastating defeat which had 
a substantial impact on the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, vg cond and uncommon, 
A$35. 

197/72. (10220)  Grebert, Rick. The 

Australian Army Slouch Hat and Rising 
Sun Badge.  Landers Publishing/
MHSNSW, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, small 8vo 
in laminated boards, signed and numbered 
(#25 of 750), colour and b/w plates, biblio, 
endnotes, index, pp140, **a chronology of the 
slouch hat (1880s) and rising sun badge (1902)  
to modern times, vg cond, A$36. 

197/73. (7533)  Griffiths, Tony. Lithgow's 
Small Arms Factory and its People: 
Volume 1: 1907 to 1950.  TopTech 
Engineering, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, thick 
8vo in card covers, plates (colour plates 
inside front and back covers), references, 
pp428, **the history of the first 40 years of the 
Comonwealth Small Arms Factory at Lithgow 
NSW. It pioneered precision mass-production 
enginering techniques and armed our military 
in four major wars and several minor conflicts 
a task it continues to do today, new, A$36. 

197/74. (8112)  Griffiths, Tony. Lithgow's 
Small Arms Factory and its People, Vol 2: 
1950-1990.  Toptech Engineering, NSW, 
2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, b/w 
plates, colour illustrations on inside covers, 
appendices, index, pp360, **following on 
from vol 1. Covers the factory work for the 
Korean, Borneo and Vietnam Wars with the 
introduction of the new rifle the L1A1(SLR) 
and the further introduction of the Steyr AUG 
(the F88) in 1984. In 1989 it was sold to 
private enterprise, new, A$36. ($60 the pair) 

197/75. (6550)  Lee, Colonel J.E. DSO, MC. 
Duntroon: The Royal Military College of 
Australia 1911-1946.  AWM, Canberra, 
1952. 1st ed, 8vo in dark blue cloth (lacks 
d/w), plates (colour frontis of the Colours), 
plates, appendices, full rolls incl NZ 
members, index, pp293, **a good, tight copy 
of this scarce book, gen good cond, A$34. 

197/76. (10081)  McKenzie-Smith, Graham. 
Sappers in the West: Army Engineers in 
Western Australia.  RAE Association WA, 
Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated 
boards, signed by the author, profusely 
illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, 
index, pp355, **a new history of the Royal 
Australian Engineers in Western Australia 
since 1910 and before with the colonial 20 Coy 
Royal Sappers and Miners in 1851, a very 
credible history, new, A$48. 

197/77. (7343)  Rogers, Anthony. Someone 
Else's War: Mercenaries from 1960 to the 
Present (1998).  Harper Collins, London, 
1998. 1st ed, 8vo in sl. damaged d/w, 
colour and b/w plates, maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp255, **the murky 
world of mercenary soldiering for both good 
causes and bad. Hard to understand why they 
do it as the money is not as it's cracked up to be 
and danger and death are constant companions, 
good cond, A$28. 

197/78. (7628)  Treloar, John & Shaw, Peter. 
The Kilted Battalion: The History of 16th 
Infantry Battalion (The Cameron 
Highlanders of Western Australia).  
Camerons Assn, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, 8vo in 
laminated boards, signed by Peter Shaw, 
plates, nominal rolls, appendices, biblio, 
index, pp236, **the 16th, a Militia battalion, 
was raised in Perth in 1936. The battalion kilts 
were discontinued as dress in 1942  when the 
Battalion became an 'AIF' unit. It saw Active 
Service in New Britain from 1944 to 1946. 
After WW2 it continued as a CMF unit until 
1960 where it was amalgamated with other WA 
CMF infantry battalions to form the Royal 
Western Australian Regiment (WAUR), new 
cond and now scarce, A$55. 

 

Napoleonic, Crimean and Victorian Eras 

 

197/79. (8408)  Carter, Anthony. World 

Bayonets 1800 to the Present (1984).  Arms 
& Armour Press, London, 1984. 1st ed, 
small 8vo in protected d/w, fully 
illustrated in b/w, pp62, **an illustrated 
reference guide for collectors. Plus a 1984/85 
price guide, vg cond, A$42. 
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197/80. (6097)  Chamberlain, Max & 
Droogleever, Robin. (eds) The War With 
Johnny Boer: Australians in the Boer War, 
1899-1902.  AMHP, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, 
roy. 8vo in illus boards, plates and maps, 
glossary, biblio, appendices list units 
deployed, index, pp631, **possibly the most 
complete history of Australian forces at the 
Boer War. An outstanding contribution to our 
Boer War history, new, A$62. 

197/81. (10157)  Cordingly, David. Billy 
Ruffian: The BELLEROPHON and the 
Downfall of Napoleon: The Biography of 
a Ship of the Line 1782-1836.  Bloomsbury, 
London, 3003. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, 
appendicesglossary, biblio, chapter notes, 
index, pp355, **the British 74-gun ship of the 
line BELLEROPHON (known as 'Billy 
Ruffian') played an important role in the defeat 
of Napoleon's navy at Trafalgar (1805), vg 
cond, A$40. 

197/82. (1138)  Cox, Lindsay C. The 
Galloping Guns of Rupertswood and 
Werribee Park: A History of the Victorian 
Horse Artillery.  Coonans Hill Press, 
Melbourne, 1986 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully 
illustrated, index, appendices list all 
members who served in the Battery, pp91, 
**an early Victorian Militia artillery unit, vg 
cond, A$52. 

197/83. (10142)  Deane, Anthony. Nelson's 
Favourite: HMS AGAMEMNON at War 
1781-1809.  Naval Institute Press, USA, 
1996. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps and diagrams, chapter notes, 
appendices, biblio, glossary, index, pp320, 
**the 28 year career of HMS AGAMEMNON, 
a 64-gun ship of the line which became one of 
the most famous vessels in the Royal Navy, 
commanded between 1793 and 1796 by Nelson 
who always referred to her as his favourite ship, 
vg cond, A$36. 

197/84. (6307)  Dennison, Walter. Booklet - 
A Short History of 63rd of Foot in 
Western Australia, 1829-1833.  Author, 
Perth, 1979. 1st ed, small 8vo card-covered 
pamphlet, illus, rolls, pp28, **one of the only 
records of the 63rd Regiment in the Swan 
Colony, new cond, A$20. 

197/85. (9285)  Farwell, Byron. The Great 

Anglo-Boer War.  Harper & Row, NY, 
1976. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, 
index, pp495, **the Boer War (1899-1902) 
was one of the last of the 'romantic' wars, 
pitting a sturdy, stubborn pioneer people 
fighting to establish their independence of their 
tiny nation against the might of the British 

Empire at its peak, good cond and not often 
seen, A$45. 

197/86. (7900)  Fletcher, Ian. Craufurd's 

Light Division: The Life of Robert 
Craufurd and His Command of the Light 
Division.  Spellmount Ltd, UK, 1991. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in vg d/w, brilliant colour 
plates plus b/w plates& maps, biblio, 
index, pp240, **Robert Crafurd was one of the 
finest officers in Wellington's Peninsular 
Army. Known as 'Black Bob' to his men he was 
also the most controversial. He led the division 
from 1808 till killed in action at Ciudad 
Rodrigo in 1812, vg cond, A$48. 

197/87. (588)  Nicholls, Bob. Bluejackets 
and Boxers: Australia's Naval Expedition 
to the Boxer Uprising.  Allen and Unwin, 
Sydney, 1986. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/
w, profusely illustrated in b/w (colour 
feps), appendices (showing nominal rolls), 
biblio, index, pp164, **the colonies of NSW, 
Victoria and Sth Australia all answered the call 
to assist with the Empire's task of crushing the 
Boxer Rebellion in China. They sent over 500 
men in the expeditionary force in 1900, vg 
cond, A$48. 

197/88. (10155)  Nichols, Alistair. 
Wellington's Mongrel Regiment: A 
History of the Chasseurs Britanniques 
Regiment 1801-1814.  Spellmount, UK, 
2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates 
and maps, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp248, **this book tells the story of the 
formation of 'the Mongrels' (the 7th) and their 
role in Wellington's many campaigns from 
1811. They were drawn from many countries of 
Europe, vg cond, A$34. 

197/89. (6460)  Pearn, Colonel John. Arms 
& Aesculapius: Military Medicine in Pre-
Federation Queensland: The Queensland 
Defence Force and its Doctor Soldiers.  
Amphion Press, Brisbane, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo 
in d/w, profusely illus with historic 
photos, rolls, biblio, index, pp245, 
**documents the evolution of the emergent 
armed forces in pre-Federation northern 
Australia, vg cond, A$60. 

197/90. (9645)  Richards, D.S. Conflict in 
the Crimea: British Redcoats on Russian 
Soil.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2006. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates & map, biblio, 
index,  pp211, **the Crimean War between 
Britain and her Allies and the Russians 
endured for three years but very little is 
remembered. This book is the story of that grim 
campaign which was hard won but did little to 
ensure peace and stability in the region, as 
new cond, A$46. 

197/91. (9469)  Uffindell, Andrew. The 
Eagle's Last Triumph: Napoleon's Victory 
at Ligny, June 1815.  Greenhill Books, 
London, 2006. 1st ed? Large 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, end notes, 
extensive bib lio, appendices, index, pp272, 
**Napoleon won his final victory (against 
Blucher's Prussians) on 16 June 1815 at Ligny 
two days before suffering a crushing defeat at 
Waterloo. A vivid military epic, vg cond, 
A$35. 

197/92. (9922)  Zieglar, Philip. Omdurman.  
BCA, London, 1973. Reprint, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates & maps, biblio. Index, pp240, 
**Kitchener avenged the death of Gordon at 
Khatoum in 1885 by attacking and defeating 
the Dervishes at Omdurman 14 years later, vg 
cond, A$26. 

 

Naval 

 

197/93. (10178)  "Ship's Company" H.M.A.S 

BENDIGO: Corvette.  Np?,nd? 1st ed? 
Small 8vo in card covers, profusely 
illustrated, nominal roll of ship's company, 
glossary, pp136, **BENDIGO was one of 60 
Corvettes built around Australia in WW2. She 
served mainly in the SW Pacific campaign, vg 
cond and hard to find, A$36. 

197/94. (10068)  Campbell, Hugh. Notable 
Service to the Empire: Australian 
Corvettes and the British Pacific Fleet 
1944-45.  Naval Historical Societ of 
Australia, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, small 4to in 
card covers, plates and maps, appendices 
containing a summary of each ship, index, 
pp204, **the 21st and 22nd Flotillas of 
Corvettes number 18 ships in total. They were 
ostensibly mine-sweepers but spent most of 
their time escorting ships of the Fleet Train as 
it worked to fuel, supply and repair the front-
line fighting ships, vg cond and scarce, A$28. 

197/95. (8693)  Cunningham, LCDR I.J. 
RAN. Work Hard Play Hard: The Royal 

Australian Naval College 1913-1988.  
AGPS, Canberra, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
good d/w, profusely illustrated, 
appendices contain maps, diagrams and 
full rolls of all intakes and staff from 1913 
to 1987, biblio, index, pp161, **HMAS 
CRESWELL is the Royal Australian Naval 
College situated at Jervis Bay NSW, vg cond 
and hard to find, A$85. 

197/96. (8706)  Franks, Norman, Dark Sky, 
Deep Water: First Hand Reflections on 
the Anti-U-Boat War in WW2.  Grub 
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Street, London, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, inscr, plates, index, pp218, **an 
interesting volume of aircrew reminiscences in 
the fight against the U-Boats, vg cond, A$26. 

197/97. (10180)  Gardiner, Robert (ed). The 
Eclipse of the Big Gun: The Warship 1906
-45.  Conway Maritime Press, London, 
1992. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, fully 
illustrated narrative pictorial, biblio, 
glossary, index, pp223, **the definitive 
history of all the major warships in the perion, 
vg cond, A$35. 

197/98. (10050)  Harper, J.E.T RADM, CB, 
MVO. The Truth About Jutland.  John 
Murray, London,1927. 1st ed, small 8vo in 
navy cloth, diagrams, appendix, pp200, 
**this book sets out to give a factual account of 
the Battle of Jutland 31 May 1916 in which the 
German Grand Fleet was mauled by the Royal 
Navy Battle Fleet. 260 ships were involved in 
the Battle,, good cond A$35. 

197/99. (7983)  Jenkins, David. Battle 
Surface! Japan's Submarine War Against 
Australia 1942-44.  Random House, 
Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w 
(protected), profusely illustrated in colour 
and b/w, biblio, index, pp304, **a very 
complete account of the Japanese submarine 
efforts against Australia in WW2, vg cond 
and hard to find, A$85. 

197/100. (9717)  Lind, L.J. & Payne, A. 
Scrap Iron Destroyers: The Story of HMA 
Ships STUART, VAMPIRE, VENDETTA, 
VOYAGER & WATERHEN.  Naval 
Historical Society, Sydney, 1976. 1st ed, 
8vo in card covers, #111 of 1000, plates, 
diagrams, pp200, **the five Australian ships 
described herein served in the Mediterranean 
Campaign under Cpatain aller, DSO, RAN as 
the 10th Destroyer Flotilla led by STUART. 
They were also known as the 'Wobbly 10th' 
and 'the Crocks' as by 1940 they were obsolete, 
vg cond, A$32. 

197/101. (5409)  Lind, Lew. Toku Tai - 
Japanese Submarine Operations in 
Australian Waters.  Kangaroo Press, Qld, 
1992. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, 
maps, appendices, index, pp160, **an 
account of the Japanese Special Attack Force in 
Australian waters in 1942-1943, vg cond and 
now scarce, A$65. 

197/102. (9587)  Pfennigwerth, Ian. Tiger 
Territory: The Untold Story of the Royal 
Australian Navy in Southeast Asia from 
1948 to 1971.  Rosenberg Publishing P/L, 
Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, superior paper, plates and maps, 
biblio, chapter notes, appendix, index, 

pp317, **between 1948 and 1971 the RAN 
served with almost unnoticed distinction in 
defending the newly emerging nations of 
Malaya, Malaysia and Singapore, new, A$38. 

197/103. (1289)  Shean, Max. Corvette and 

Submarine.  Author, Perth, 1992. 1st  ed, 
signed by author, 8vo in card covers, plates 
& illus, index, pp276, appendices contain a 
summary of HMS BLUEBELL’s convoys 41
-42, roll of honour of BLUEBELL, **Max 
Shean won two DSOs as a diver on 'X' Craft 
midget submarines. Decorated after the 
TIRPITZ operation and again after cutting the 
submarine cable off Saigon,, good cond, A$28. 

197/104. (7982)  Swan, W.N. Spearheads of 

Invasion.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 
1953. 1st ed, 8vo in price-clipped d/w 
(protected),  plates, maps, appendices, 
index, pp307, **an account of the seven major 
invasions carried out by the Allies in the South
-west Pacific Area during WW2 as seen from a 
Royal Australian Naval Landing Ship 
Infantry, the HMAS WESTRALIA, an 
Australian passenger liner converted to an LSI, 
an important part of RAN war history, some 
foxing else good cond and VERY scarce, 
A$45. 

197/105. (10199)  Willmott, H.P. Battleship.  
Cassell, London, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates, appendice list the world's 
battleships, chapter notes, index, pp352, 
**for the first two decades of the twentieth 
century, battleships ruled the high seas. But the 
battleship would be 'dead in the water' by the 
end of WW2. The Japanese had exposed their 
weakness at Pearl Harbour with air power, vg 
cond, A$28. 

197/106. (9655)  Zetterling, Niklas & 
Tamelander, Michael. TIRPITZ: The Life 
and Death of Germany's Last Super 
Battleship.  Casemate Publishers, USA, 
2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps, notes, biblio, pp360, **the TIRPITZ 
was a sister-ship to BISMARCK. She was 
never able to be used in a direct role against the 
Allies but the mere threat of her was enough to 
enrage the British who threw everything at her 
in a Norwegian fjord, new, A$35. 

 

Poetry and Poets in War 

 

197/107. (4810)  Barrett, Paul (WO2) & 
Collison, Kerry B. (eds). The Happy 
Warrior: An Anthology of Australian and 
new Zealand Military Poetry.  Sid Harta 
Publishers, Victoria, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in 

card covers, pp524, **an important work of 
historical retrieval. The rank-and-file 'bards' of 
Australia and NZ. An embodiement of all that 
is best about Australian humanity in the 
terrible cruicible of war, new, A$26. 

197/108. (10245)  Brennan, C.J. A Chant of 

Doom. And Other Verses.  Angus & 
Robertson, Sydney, 1918. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in stiffened boards, portrait in frontispiece, 
a Roderic Quinn poem pasted into fep plus 
an inscription from 1933, pp48, **a collection 
of 12 sonnets and stanzas from WW1, 'The 
Chant of Doom' being of 16 pages, good cond 
and scarce, A$35. 

197/109. (10239)  Brereton, Frederick. An 

Athology of War Poems.  W. Collins Sons 
& Co Ltd, London, 1930. 1st ed, 8vo in a 
price-clipped protected d/w, biblio, index 
of poets, pp189, **this is a collection written 
mostly in the trenches of WW1 by many 
soldier/poets who died in action, good cond, 
A$40. 

197/110. (5254)  Brooke, Rupert. The 

Complete Poems.  Sidgwick & Jackson, 
London, 1935 (fp1932 in this form). 7th 
impr, 8vo in or. Cl, gilt signature on cover, 
1913 portrait in frontis (with protector), 
inscr on title page, rough cut, index of 1st 
lines, pp166, **a good copy of the scarce hard-
back edition containing the hand-written copy 
of Brook's 'THE SOLDIER' (If I shall die, 
think only this of me….), good cond, A$30. 

197/111. (5255)  Brooke, Rupert. Collected 
Poems of Rupert Brooke with a Memoir.  
Sidgwick & Jackson, London, 1922 (fp1918 
in this form). 10th impr, thick 8vo in new 
bindings with gilt titles to spine, 1913 
portrait in frontis with cellophane and a 
second profile portrait with cellophane at 
the book's centre, pp160, **first part of book 
contains a complete biographical memoir and 
the second his complete poems, a beautiful book, 
(Rupert Brook died tragically of illness on 
Gallipoli in 1915). vg cond and scarce, A$36. 

197/112. (10237)  Burke, Herbert. The 

Soldier's Story and Other Poems.  np?, nd 
(c1918) 1sted?, small booklet in browning 
covers (set in a protective plastic sleeve), 
pp32, **a returned digger missing one leg and 
an eye tells his story of war in the trenches in 
WW1, good cond, A$20. 

197/113. (10242)  Cooper, Eric Thirkell. 
Soliloquies of a Subaltern - Somewhere 
in France..  Burns & Oates, London, 1915. 
1st ed, small (180x120cm) card cover 
booklet, inscription in fep, pp52, **Cooper 
was a 2nd Lt in the Royal Fusiliers on the 
Western Front. This is a collection of 33 poems, 
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good cond, A$24. 

197/114. (10229)  Dennis, C.J. The Moods 

of Ginger Mick.  Angus & Robertson Ltd, 
Sydney, 1916. 1st ed, small (150x120cm) 
red book, ideal for diggers to take away 
with them, colour plates in frontispiece, 
elsewhere illustrated, glossary (essential), 
pp159, **C.J. Dennis was one of Australia's 
great vernacular poets. As he says "E sez to me, 
"Wot's orl this flamin war?" (War p25), a 
delight, vg cond and scarce in this ed, A$55. 

197/115. (5271)  Fussell, Paul (ed). Siegfried 
Sassoon's Long Journey: Selections from 
the Sherston Memoirs.  Giniger/Oxford 
University Press, NY, 1983. 1st ed, roy. 8vo 
in d/w and mylar, illus, inscr on fep, photo 
biblio, pp180, **a compilation of key selections 
from the important 'Sherston' memoirs 
(Sassoon's autobiographical/fictionalised early 
life), a very good book, vg cond, A$42. 

197/116. (5242)  Gardner, Brian (ed). The 
Terrible Rain: The War Poets 1939-1945.  
Magnum Books, London, 1977 (fp1966). 
Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, thumb-
nail biographies on all poets therein plus a 
list of all published British poets who died 
in the war, index, pp237, **British poets from 
Drummond Allison (East Surry Regt, KIA 
Italy 1943) to L.J. Yates (BEF Dunkirk), solid 
cond, A$20. 

197/117. (10228)  Gellert, Leon. Songs of a 

Campaign.  G. Hassell & Son, Adelaide, 
1917. 1st ed, tall 8vo in card covers, pp68, 
**a collection of 64 war poems and sonnets from 
WW1, good cond and uncommon, A$45. 

197/118. (8849)  Gellert, Leon. Songs of a 

Campaign.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 
1917. 3rd and enlarged ed, small 8vo in 
green cloth, illustrated by Norman 
Lindsay, pp124, **for many years Leon 
Gellert wrote a literary column for the Sydney 
Morning Herald. His poems are a valuable part 
of the history of the Dardanelles Campaign. He 
has been described as Australia's finest poet of 
the Great War, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$65. 

197/119. (10231)  Graves, Richard. On 

Gallipoli: An Epic of ANZAC.  Powell-
Graves Publishing, ACT, 1984. 1st ed, small 
card covered booklet (170x120cm), 
illustrations, pp81, **Richard Graves was the 
cousin of Robert Graves and wrote this as a 
survivor of Gallipoli. He also wrote 'The Ten 
Bushcraft Books', staples of modern day 
soldiers teaching survival techniques, good 
cond, A$22. 

197/120. (4059)  Graves, Robert. Goodbye 

to All That: An Autobiography.  Cassell, 
London, 1957 (fp1929). 3rd impr, 8vo in 
chipped d/w, plates, map, pp441, **Graves 
was one of Britains great poets who served with 
the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in the Great War, vg 
cond, A$35. 

197/121. (6012)  Hamilton, Jill. From 

Gallipoli to Gaza: The Desert Poets of 
World War One.  Simon & Schuster, 
Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, 
plates, map, end notes, biblio, index of first 
lines, pp277, **Rupert Brooke, Leon Gellert, 
A.P. Herbert, 'Banjo' Patterson, James Griffyth 
Fairfax, Harley Matthews, Clem Atlee, T.E. 
Lawrence, Edwin 'Trooper Gerardy' Gerard, 
and Sigfried Sassoon and others, new, A$22. 

197/122. (5259)  Hart-Davis, Rupert (ed). 
The War Poems of Siegfried Sassoon.  
Faber & Faber, London, 1983. 1st ed, small 
8vo in new bindings (now a hard-back), 
notes and annotations by editor, index of 
first lines, pp160, **Sassoon was a general 
poet of note - however it was his war poetry 
which made him famous, vg cond, A$45. 

197/123. (10226)  Hartt, Cecil L. More 

Diggerettes Vol 2.  A.G. Sanford, Sydney, 
c1920. 1s ed, small card covered booklet, 
illustrated, pp67, **the2nd volume of Hartt's 
very funny collection of Digger jokes from 
WW1, good cond and RARE, A$35. 

197/124. (7595)  Hibberd, Dominic. Wilfred 

Owen: A New Biography.  Weidenfeld & 
Nicholson, Lobndon, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, 
biblio, index, pp424, **the war poet Wilfred 
Owen was Killed in Action in 1918 aged 25. 
Only 5 of his poems had been published. Yet he 
became one of the most popular poets of the 
20th century. Here then is the full story of his 
short life, new, A$42. 

197/125. (10234)  Holloway, David. Dark 
Somme Flowing: Australian Verse of the 
Great War 1914-1918.  Robert Anderson & 
Assoc, Melbourne, 1987. 1st ed, small 4to in 
card covers, plates, biblio, index of poems, 
pp146, **the title is a line from the notable 
Vance Palmer poem 'The Farmer Remembers 
the Somme' (p110) vg cond, A$36. 

197/126. (10238)  Kaufman, Herbert. The 

Song of the Guns.  T. Fisher Unwin, 
London, 1914. 1st ed, small 8vo in card 
covers (slightly nibbled), pp56, **an early 
WW1 collection of 26 war poems, fragile cond, 
A$25. 

197/127. (8026)  Kent Hughes, W.S., MVO, 
MC. Slaves of the Samurai.  Geoffrey 
Cumberledge, OUP, Melbourne, 1946. 1st 

ed, 8vo in red buckram  cloth, no d/w, 
maps on boards and in text, plates, pp296, 
**an Australian odyssey, which gives an 
account of the life and thoughts of a slave of the 
Samurai, during his three years and seven 
months as a POW in the hands of the Japanese. 
The remarkable thing is the entire book is in 
VERSE! Couplets in fact, vg cond, A$40. 

197/128. (10230)  Kyle, Galloway (comp). 
More Songs by the Fighting Men.  Erskine 
McDonald, Ltd, London, 1917. 1st ed, small 
booklet in card cover (170x120cm), 2nd 
series,  Australian Red Cross sticker to 
front cover, some foxing, book plate of 
previous owner, pp144, **a collection of 101 
poems and songs from 42 poets in the trenches 
of WW1, fair cond, A$25. 

197/129. (10236)  Ledward, Patricia & 
Strang, Colin. Poems of this War by 

Younger Poets.  Cambridge Uni Press, 
USA, 1942. 1st ed, arge 8vo in protected 
but price clipped d/w, index of author and 
first lines, pp99, **Edmund Blunden 
introduces a fresh generation of war poets in 
WW2, good cond, A$24. 

197/130. (10241)  Macgill, Patrick. Soldier 

Songs.  Herbert Jenkins Ltd, London, 1916. 
1st ed, small 8vo in green cloth, pp120, **a 
collection of 44 favourite songs/poems from the 
trenches of WW1, vg cond, A$25. 

197/131. (10232)  McFadyen, Ella. Songs of 

the Last Crusade.  Author, Sydney, 1917. 
1st ed, small booklet in card covers 
(190x130cm), photo, pp48, **a collection of 
24 poems dedicated to her brother Pt Lindsay 
McFadyen, 1st Aust. Light Trench Mortar 
Battery, 3rd Bn, AIF on Active Service, vg 
cond and quite rare, A$40. 

197/132. (10233)  Ogilvie, Will H. The 

Australian and Other Verses.  Angus & 
Robertson, Ltd, Sydney, 1916. 1st ed, small 
book (170x120cm) in red covers, colour 
plates in frontispiece, pp158, **a remarkable 
collection of poems of dedicated to the Diggers 
returning from the trenches of WW1, vg cond 
and very scarce, A$65. 

197/133. (5250)  Ormont, Arthur. Requiem 
for War: The Life of Wilfred Owen 1893-
1918.  Four Winds Press, NY, 1972. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, index, pp192, **the first 
complete account of Owen's life as a bookish, 
self-absorbed boy to his death on the Western 
Front one week before the Armistice in 1918, 
vg cond and not often seen, A$55. 

197/134. (10240)  Owen, Wilfred. Poems.  
Chatto & Windus, London, 1921. 1st ed, 
small 4to in brown buckram, portrait in 
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frontispiece (cellophane intact), colour 
plate and book plate in fep, pp34, **the 
tragic Wilfred Owen, KIA just weeks before the 
armistice in 1918. Collection includes 'Dulce et 
Decorum Est', heavily foxed in the leading 
end papers else solid cond, A$34. 

197/135. (10243)  Sassoon, Sigfried. The 

Road to Ruin.  Faber and Faber, London, 
1933. 1st ed, tall 8vo in faded and edge-
worn red jacket, pp23, **Sassoon's small 
collection of 6 anti-war poems published as 
Hitler was in the ascendancy in Germany, 
good cond, A$25. 

197/136. (10246)  Sassoon, Sigfried. 
Selected Poems.  William Heinemann, Ltd, 
London, 1925. 1st ed, 8vo in navy blue 
boards, inscribed as 'to a gallant Australian 
General from one who is priveleged to have his 
friendship - Rememberance ANZAC Day 
1927' (could this be Monash?), pp75, 
**Sassoon survied the war and continued 
writing poetry from the various mental 
institutions he was in. This is a collection of 65 
poems from the trenches, some foxing to 
edges else good cond, A$40. 

197/137. (10227)  Scott, Kenneth. War 

Verses and Others.  G. Hassell & Son, 
Adelaide, 1917. 1st ed, tall 8vo in edge-
worn card covers, pp45, **a collection of 34 
war poems and sonnets from WW1, good 
cond and not seen before, A$32. 

197/138. (10244)  Service, Robert W. The 

Rhymes of a Red-Cross Man.  T. Fisher 
Unwin, London, 1916. 1st ed, 8vo in red 
cloth, titles gilt, pp176, **Service was known 
as 'the Canadian Kipling'. This is a collection 
of 63 poems from WW1, vg cond and very 
scarce in 1st ed, A$34. 

197/139. (8350)  Smailes, Jim. The 

Independents.  2/2nd Cdo Assn, Perth, 
c1995. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, 
signed by the author, illustrations, pp40, 
**a small booklet of stories and poetry by one of 
the 2/2nd Cdo Coy, AIF boys, vg cond and 
now hard to find, A$25. 

197/140. (7203)  Turner, Harry. Against All 

Hazards: Poems of the Peninsular War.  
Spellmount, UK, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates, pp115, **a collection of poems written 
during the Duke of Wellington's victories on 
the Iberian Peninsular, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$24. 

197/141. (10235)  Wall, Geoffrey.RFC. 
Songs of an Airman.  Australian Author's 
Agency, Melbourne, 1917. 1s ed, small 
book (185x130cm), in blue buckram cloth, 
portrait in frontispiece, facsimile letter of a 
letter he wrote, sheet music at the rear (3p) 

pp65, **a short memoir of Geoffrey Wall by 
L.A. Adamson, Headmaster Wesley, Melbourne 
plus 27 poems (songs) by Wall. A lovely 
collection, vg cond, A$28 . 

197/142. (10247)  Wallace-Crabbe, Chris & 
Pierce, Peter. (eds) Clubbing of the 

Gunfire: 101 Australian War Poems.  
MUP, Melbourne, 1984. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
biblio notes, index of first lines, pp224, **a 
formidable collection from the Boer War to the 
end of the Vietnam War in 1975, vg cond, 
A$32. 

 

Special Forces & Airborne 

 

197/143. (1684)  Astill, Don. Commando 
White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 
Australian Commando Squadron, 
Australia and South-West Pacific 1942-
1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in 
printed boards, plates and maps, index, 
nominal roll, honours and awards, biblio, 
pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New 
Guinea, New Britain an Bougainville, vg cond 
and scarce A$150. 

197/144. (2710)  Callinan, Bernard J. DSO, 
MC. Independent Company: The  2/2nd 
and 2/4th Australian Independent 
Companies in Portuguese Timor, 1941-
1943.  William Heinemann, Melbourne, 
1953, 1st ed, 8vo in  green cloth (lacks d/
w),  roll of officers, plates and maps, index, 
pp235, **Callinan was 2IC of the 2/2nd on 
Timor. An important book dealing with the 
events on Timor when the 2/2nd was cut off 
and fought a vigorous guerrilla war against the 
Japanese, discolouration to end paper maps 
else vg cond and hard to find in 1st ed, 
A$45. 

197/145. (9103)  Cleary, Paul. The Men 
Who Came Out of the Ground: A 
Gripping Account of Australia's First 
Commando Campaign: Timor 1942.  
Hachette, Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, trade 8vo in 
card covers, plates, maps, appendices show 
the casualties of both 2/2nd company and 
the 2/4th company, chapter notes, index, 
pp382, **the perilous year of 1942 saw the 100 
men of 2/2nd Independent Company (Sparrow 
Force) stranded on Timor. With little further 
help from Australia they waged a successful 
guerilla war against the Japanese, vg cond, 
A$28. 

197/146. (3077)  Cole, Barbara. The Elite: 
The Story of the Rhodesian Special Air 
Service.  Three Knights, RSA, 1984. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in blue full leather in slip case 

with leather bookmark, signed by author 
and numbered (#1199 of 1500), gold 
blocked and spine embossed, raised metal 
badge recessed into cover, colour & b/w 
plates, maps, index, pp449, ** this is the 
scarce and beautifully presented 1st ed SAS 
title. This book is now over 30 years old and it 
is in mint condition, appears to have been 
rarely opened, now extremely scarce and 
desirable, a great addition to any Special 
Forces library, A$550. 

197/147. (5325)  Cookridge, E.H. They 

Came from the Sky:  Heinemann, London, 
1965. 1st ed, 8vo in price-clipped d/w and 
mylar, plates, maps on boards, biographic 
listing of agents who were involved in 
these operations, pp264, **The stories of 
LtCol Francis Cammerts, DSO, Major Roger 
Landes, MC & Bar and Capt Harry Ree, DSO, 
OBE three SOE agents and their successful 
networks and operations in occupied France in 
WW2, sl foxing to edges else vg cond and 
becoming scarce in this cond, A$42. 

197/148. (10205)  David, Saul. Operation 

Thunderbolt: Flight 139 and the Raid on 
Entebbe Airport.  Hodder & Stoughton, 
London, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, maps, source notes, biblio, index, 
pp446, **the most audacious hostage rescue 
mission in history. The attack on Entebbe 
airport Israeli commandos on 3 July 1976 was 
an extraordinarily detailed and executed 
operation rescuing Israeli hostages. The only 
casualty was the raid leader Jonny Netanyahu, 
brother of the current Israeli PM, vg cond, 
A$35. 

197/149. (10222)  James, Karl. Double 

Diamonds: Australian Commandos in the 
Pacific War, 1941-45.  AWM/New South, 
Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in card 
covers, full narrative pictorial in colour and 
b/w, colour map, abbreviations list, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp231, **an 
excellent pictorial of the activities of most of the 
Australian Commando Squadrons in the SW 
Pacific in WW2, new, A$45. 

197/150. (1733)  Lloyd Owen, David. 
Providence Their Guide: The Long Range 
Desert Group 1940-45.  Battery Press, USA, 
1981. (fp 1980). 1st US ed, 8vo in vg 
protected d/w, plates, maps, index, biblio, 
pp238, **the LRDG did some famous work in 2
-wheel drive Chev trucks in North Africa which 
included inserting SAS sabotage teams into 
enemy areas, David Lloyd Owen rose to 
command the unit, vg cond, scarce, A$65. 
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197/151. (10219)  Macintyre, Ben. SAS 

Rogue Heroes: The Authorised Wartime 
History.  Viking Penguin Random House 
UK, London, 2016. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, colour and b/w plates, full lists of SAS 
operations, nominal rolls, biblio, index, 
pp359, **after 75 years they have finally 
released the full story of SAS at war in WW2, 
outstanding, new, A$52. (**card cover 

copies available at $36) 

197/152. (10223)  Marchington, James. 
Counter-Terrorism Weapons and 
Equipment.  Brassey's, London, 2003. 1st 
ed, small 4to in protected d/w, full 
pictorial, index, pp240, **a useful reference 
guide to the diverse range of equipment used by 
counter-terrorist forces in 2003. Needless to say 
we may have moved on since then, vg cond, 
A$28. 

197/153. (10224)  Mason, David. Marching 
With the Devil: Legends, Glory and Lies 
in the French Foreign Legion.  Hachette, 
Sydney, 2010. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, colour plates, glossary, pp380, **the 
true story of an Australian lawyer who left 
Australia and joined the Legion serving for 5 
years in their Parachute Regiment. It is a story 
of pain grief and glory, vg cond, A$25. 

197/154. (5476)  Moss, W. Stanley. Ill Met 

By Moonlight.  George G. Harrap, 
London, 1950. Reprint, 8vo in bumped, 
price-clipped but now protected d/w, 
plates (one in frontis), glossary, pp192, 
**the story of the capture of the German 
General Karl Kreipe, Commander of the 22nd 
Panzer Grenadier Division on Crete by a 
British and Cretan raiding party, some foxing 
to prelims else good cond, A$24. 

197/155. (6398)  Murray, M. Hunted: A 

Coastwatcher's Story.  Rigby, Adelaide, 
1967. 1st ed, 8vo in price-clipped d/w, 
inscr in fep, plates, maps on boards, biblio, 
pp240, **Halsey said "The Coastwatchers 
saved Guadalcanal and Guadalcanal saved the 
Pacific". This book was written by Captain 
Murray's wife, vg cond, A$34. 

197/156. (7858)  Myers, Brigadier E.C.W., 
CBE, DSO. Greek Entanglement.  Rupert 
Hart-Davis, London, 1955. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in blue cloth, foxing in prelims, plates (one 
in frontispiece), large two-page map index, 
pp290, **the author commanded the SOE-
conducted  British Military Mission to Greece 
1942-1943 which linked up with the Greek 
Resitance, good cond, A$34. 

197/157. (4950)  O'Leary, Shawn. To the 

Green Fields Beyond; The Story of the 6th 
Division Cavalry Commandos.  Author, 
Qld, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint, 
protected d/w, plates, nominal roll, index, 
pp398, **one of Australia's most famous 
fighting cavalry regiments which started out 
fighting in North Africa and later was 
converted into a Commando unit to fight the 
Japanese in New Guinea, vg cond and a very 
scarce unit history, A$280. 

197/158. (8156)  Olsen, Oluf Reed. Two 

Eggs on My Plate.  George Allen & Unwin, 
London, 1954 (fp1952) 7th impression,  
(trans from the Norwegian), 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates and maps, inscr in 
fep, pp300, **the story of espionage in Norway 
during the German occupation in WW2. The 
author was trained in Canada and dropped by 
parachute into southern Norway. The title 
comes from the breakfast served to airmen on 
the morningf of a special mission over enemy 
territory, a great read, vg cond, A$25. 

197/159. (10221)  Owen, James. 
Commando: Winning WW2 Behind 
Enemy Lines.  Little Brown, London, 2012. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp413, **weaving 
together official documents, new research and 
veteran's own accounts 'Commando' reveals 
the exhilarating story of one of WW2's most 
formidable fighting forces, vg cond, new 
cond, A$34. 

197/160. (2510)  Pirie, Andy. Commando 
Double Black: An Historical Narrative of 
the 2/5th Independent Coy - 2/5th 
Commando Sqn.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996 
(fp1994). Fully revised ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, full rolls,  
biblio, index, pp526, **the 2/5th Cdo Sqn 
served in the New Guinea campaign and later 
in Balikpapan, edge-worn else vg cond, 
A$150. 

197/161. (6756)  Ramsay Silver, Lynette 
(and Major Tom Hall). KRAIT: The 

Fishing Boat That Went to War.  Sally 
Milner Pubs, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, trade 
8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal 
roll of crew and operatives, biblio, index, 
pp181, **the KRAIT became famous as the 
fishing boat used on Operation JAYWICK, the 
first Z Special raid on Singapore Harbour, vg 
cond and scarce, A$36. 

197/162. (4298)  Ross, Sheila. And 
Tomorrow Freedom: Australian 
Guerrillas in the Philippines.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1989. st ed, 8vo in d/w 
and mylar, plates, maps, index, pp171, *the 
Major Rex Blow, DSO, AIF  story. Rex and 
Jock McLaren created havoc for the Japs in the 

Philippines, vg cond, A$45. 

197/163. (2731)  Spencer Chapman, Freddie, 
DSO. The Jungle is Neutral.  The Reprint 
Society, London, 1950 (fp1949). 1st reprint, 
small 8vo in good d/w and mylar, plates, 
maps, pp378, **Freddie was an SOE operative 
out of Singapore who escaped capture and 
worked with the Malay communists in their 
efforts against the Japs - a classic, gen good 
cond, A$25. 

197/164. (5401)  Walker, Richard & Walker, 
Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's 

Secret Bush Commandos.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 1989 (fp1986). 2nd impr, 8vo in 
card covers,  plates, maps, biblio, source 
notes, index, pp194, **the story of the 
Northern Australia Observer Unit (NAOU or 
Nackeroos) who patrolled the north of Australia 
in WW2, good cond, A$32. 

197/165. (10202)  Westhorp, Christopher.
(ed) The Commando Pocket Manual 1940-

1945.  Conway Bloomsbury, London, 2015 
(fp2012). Reprint, small 8vo in hard back 
covers, profusely illustrated, index, pp128, 
**a compilation of the training manuals of SOE 
and OSS during WW2, new, A$32. 

197/166. (5760)  Wong Sue, Jack, DCM. 
(AKR 13) Blood on Borneo.  Author, Perth, 
2001. 1st card cover ed, 8vo, plates and 
maps, pp399, **the legendary Jack Sue (AKR 
13) was a member of Z Special in WW2. His 
exploits were many and varied especially in 
Borneo as a member of the AGAS operation 
(Jack died recently in Perth), vg cond, A$25. 

197/167. (4669)  Wright, Malcolm. If I Die: 
Coastwatching and Guerilla Warfare 
Behind Japanese Lines.  Lansdowne Press, 
Melbourne, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and 
mylar, plates, maps, pp192, **a vividly-told 
exciting story of Australians and New Guinea 
natives fighting side-by-side against a common 
enemy, the Japanese - a great book vg cond 
and very scarce, A$75. 

 

Vietnam 

 

197/168. (6351)  Avery, Lieutenant-Colonel 
Brian. We Too Were ANZACS: The Sixth 
Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment/NZ 
(ANZAC), South Vietnam 1969 to 1970.  
Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria, 2004. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
glossary, roll of honour, full nominal roll, 
index, pp255, **6RAR/NZ (ANZAC) second 
tour of South Vietnam, new, A$60. 
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197/169. (4228)  Battle, Captain M.R. (ed) 
The Year of the Tigers: The Second Tour 
of the 5th Battalion, The Royal Australian 
Regiment in South Vietnam, 1969-70.  
Printcraft Press, Sydney, 1970. 1st ed, 4to in 
fine d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, full 
set of fold-out operational maps, nominal 
roll, honours and awards,pp207, **an 
excellent unit history of a very good Australian 
combat battalion, now very scarce in 1st ed, 
close to mint cond, A$220. 

197/170. (5415)  Breen, Bob. First to Fight: 
Australian Diggers, NZ Kiwis and US 
Paratroopers in Vietnam, 1965-66.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1988. 2nd impr, 8vo in  d/
w, inscription in fep, plates,  illustrations, 
nominal rolls of 1RAR Group, honours and 
awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp316, 
**the story of 1RAR Group which fought as a 
part of the American 173rd Airborne Brigade; 
considered the first and last truly ANZUS 
combat force to fight in war, good cond and 
scarce, A$65. 

197/171. (10035)  Donahue, James C. 
Mobile Guerrilla Force: With the Special 
Forces in War Zone D.  Naval Institute 
Press, USA, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, index, pp205, **captures the intensity, 
insight, and drama of specia forces operations 
in South Vietnam, vg cond, A$45. 

197/172. (5147)  Edwards, Peter & 
Pemberton, Gregory. Crises and 

Commitments: The Politics and 
Diplomacy of Australia's Involvement in 
South-east Asian Conflicts, 1948-1965. 
(The Official History of Australia's 
Involvement in South-East Asian 
Conflicts 1948-1975).  Allen & Unwin/
AWM, Sydney, 1962. 1st ed, thick 8vo in 
d/w, plates and illus, extensive biblio, 
endnotes, bio notes on the major 
Australian diplomats in the period, index, 
pp515, **the first volume in the 'Official 
History' - covers the domestic and 
international politics of Austrlia's involvement 
in the Malayan Emergency (1948-60), 
Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation (1963-
66) and up to the commitment of our  first 
combat battalio vg cond, A$85. 

197/173. (9298)  Ekins, Ashley (with Ian 
McNeill) Fighting to the Finish: The 

Australian Army and the Vietnam War 
1968-1975. (Official History of Australia's 
Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 
1948-1975).  A&U/AWM, Sydney, 2012. 1st 
ed, very thick small 4to in d/w, profusely 
illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp1139, **it's 
taken close to 40 years to see this last volume 
(vol 9) in the series on Southeast Asian 
conflicts. A huge work which could have been 

produced in two separate volumes instead of 
this 2.7kg monster. A most comprehensive and 
competent work , new,  A$130. 

197/174. (8166)  English, Michael. Brave 
Lads: 3RAR in South Vietnam 1967-1968.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2008. Part 1, 'Brave Lads' 
1st ed 2008; Part 2 'The Riflemen, reprint 
2008 (fp1999). Large 8vo in laminated 
boards, plates and maps, nominal rolls of 
both tours, biblio, indices of both tours, 
pp325 + 182, **although the 'official 3RAR 
battalion history of their 1st tour 'Yours 
Faithfully' was written decades ago, these two 
books by Michael English tell the soldier's story 
of that battalion in Vietnam on both tours, 
new, A$65. 

197/175. (5041)  Hall, Robert A. Combat 
Battalion: The Eighth Battalion in 
Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 
1st ed, 8vo in card covers, b/w plates and 
maps, source notes, extensive biblio, index, 
pp308, **explores the life of Australian 
infantrymen of 8RAR in the Vietnam War, a 
good read, vg cond and now hard to find, 
A$48. 

197/176. (8346)  Ham, Paul. Vietnam: The 

Australian War.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 
2007. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, 
appendices, source notes, biblio, index, 
pp814, **the Australian forces applied tactics a 
that were very different from those of the 
Americans. Guided by their commanders 
experience of jungle combat in Malaya and 
Borneo, Australian troops operated with 
stealth, deception and restraint, an outstanding 
contribution to the history of our most 
controversial conflict, vg con, A$48. 

197/177. (5201)  Horner, D.M. SAS: 
Phantoms of the Jungle: Ma Rung: A 
History of the Australian Special Air 
Service.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989. 1st 
ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
nominal rolls of SAS in Borneo and 
Vietnam, roll of honour, honours and 
awards, biblio, index, pp527, **a mint copy 
of the original Australian SAS unit history, vg 
cond, A$100. 

197/178. (4238)  Horner, David. The 

Gunners: A History of Australian 
Artillery.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 
1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, index, 
biblio, appendix lists the schedule of 
armament of the fixed defences of the 
Commonwealth 1903, pp564, **a major 
contribution to our understanding of the 
development of the Australian Army and the 
nation, vg cond, A$120. 

 

197/179. (7700)  Kirkland, Fred (ed). 
Sometimes Forgotten.  Plaza Historical 
Service, Sydney, 1990. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
laminated boards, rolls of honour for 
Korea, addendum,  roll of various other 
actions, biblio, pp238, **being a record of 
those of Australia's military forces (RAN, 
Army and RAAF) who died and those who 
were decorated in Vietnam, Malaya, Borneo, 
Malay Peninsular, Korea, BCOF, UN, HMAS 
Voyager (1964) and RMC Duntroon (1956), 
vg cond, A$45. 

197/180. (5275)  Lewis, Stephen (ed). My 

Vietnam: Photographs by Australian 
Veterans of the Vietnam Conflict.  My 
Vietnam Trust, Adelaide, 2002. 1st ed, large 
roy. 8vo in protected d/w, fully illus in 
brilliant colour, signed by the author, 
pp198, **over 50,000 Australians served in 
Vietnam. Here are the photos of 80 of them 
depicting everyday life in-country, - a 
sensational book, vg cond, A$48. 

197/181. (4049)  Mangold, Tom & Penycate, 
John. The Tunnels of Cu Chi.  Hodder & 
Stoughton, London, 1985. 1st ed, 8vo in 
mint d/w, plates, maps, index, biblio, 
chronology of main events in the Vietnam 
War, *the amazing story of the VC tunnel 
builders and their opponents the 'Tunnel Rats', 
vg cond, A$26. 

197/182. (1564)  McGregor, Sandy. No 
Need for Heroes: The Aussies who 
Discovered the Viet Cong’s Secret 
Tunnels.  Calm, Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, 8vo 
in card covers, plates, diagrams, 
appendices lists organisation and roll of 3 
Fd Tp RAE 1965-66, pp271, **Australian 
Engineer Tunnel Rats in Phuoc Tuy and Bien 
Hoa Provinces, Sth Vietnam, vg cond, A$28. 

197/183. (5379)  McKay, Gary & Stewart, 
Elizabeth. Vietnam Shots: A Photographic 

Account of Australians at War.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, large roy 8vo 
in card covers, fully illustrated in b/w, 
appendix contains a chronology of the war, 
end notes, biblio, index, pp199, **photos and 
narrative covering all aspects of the war - from 
the battlefields to the home front - an evocative 
account, vg cond, A$40. 

197/184. (5022)  McNeill, Ian. To Long Tan: 
The Australian Army and the Vietnam 
War 1950-1966.  Allen & Unwin/AWM, 
Canberra, 1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, maps, diagrams, graphs, 
appendices, biblio, substantial end-notes, 
index, pp614, **the second volume of the 
Official History of Australia's involvement in 
Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975, vg cond 
and now RARE A$300. 
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197/185. (4204)  McNeill, Ian. The Team: 
Australian Army Advisers in Vietnam 
1962-1972.  AWM, Canberra, 1984. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w, many illus, plates and 
maps, index, roll of honoursource notes, 
biblio, nominal roll, honours and awards, 
pp534, **the most highly decorated unit ever to 
serve in the Australian forces numbering 4 x 
VCs, 2 x DSOs, 6 x MCs, 20 x DCMs (one 
double), 15 x MMs and many others, vg cond 
and now scarce, A$120. 

197/186. (8694)  Newman, Major K.E. The 
ANZAC Battalion: A Record of the Tour 
of the 2nd Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment & 1st Battalion, The Royal New 
Zealand Regiment  (The ANZAC 
Battalion) in South Vietnam 1967- 68. (in 2 
volumes).  Printcraft Press, Sydney, 1968. 
1st ed, two large black volumes in a 
padded black slip-case, vol 1 covers the 
operations and vol two is the imprortant 
accompanying maps, inscr, colour & b/w 
plates, index, pp175 (vol 1), **the VERY 
scarce original two volume set of the ANZAC 
Battalions's first tour in 1967-68, slight 
bumping to leading edge of slip-case else 
vg cond and much sought after, A$650. 

197/187. (1446)  O’Neill, Robert. Vietnam 

Task: The 5th Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment, 1966/67.  Cassell, Australia, 
1995. (fp1968). Reprint, 8vo in mint d/w, 
plates, maps, index, roll of honour, 
honours and awards, pp263, **5RARs 1st 
Tour of Vietnam 1966/67. The author was the 
Battalion Int Officer as Major O'Neill. Most of 
the book was written as it happened. He went 
on to become one of our best war historians, vg 
cond, A$55. 

197/188. (6286)  O'Brien, Michael. 
Conscripts and Regulars: With the 
Seventh Battalion in Vietnam.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in 
protected  d/w,  plates and maps, 
appendices list roll of honour (both tours), 
decorations and awards, key appointments 
(both tours), source notes, biblio, index, 
pp311, **an amalgam of the two tours served 
in Vietnam by 7th Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment, vg cond and scarce, A$135. 

197/189. (8193)  Palazzo, Albert. Australian 

Military Operations in Vietnam.  AHU, 
Canberra, 2006. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in card 
covers, colour & b/w plates, biblio, index, 
pp173, **a useful overview of Australia's 
military effort in Vietnam, new, A$26. 

197/190. (4168)  Palmer, Alexander. 
Vietnam Veterans: Honours and Awards.  
Military Minded,  Perth, 1995. 1st ed, 4to in 
card covers, plates, citations of all imperial 

awards for Australian forces in the 
Vietnam War, **a required reference, vg 
cond, A$40. 

197/191. (10179)  Perryman, John & 
Mitchell, Brett. Australia's Navy in 
Vietnam: Royal Australian Navy 
Operations 1965-72.  Topmill P/L, nd? 1st 
ed?, 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in 
colour and b/w, honour roll, pp96, **the 
RAN did a lot of work in Vietnam from 
operating the HMAS SYDNEY bringing 
troops and supplies to and from Australia, to 
Clearance Divers etc, vg cond, A$40. 

197/192. (7682)  Scott, Colonel F. Peter, 
DSO. Command in Vietnam: Reflections 

of a Commanding Officer.  Slouch Hat 
Publications, Victoria, 2007. 1st ed, large 
8vo in laminated boards, plates, 
appendices, nominal roll of those who 
were on both tours of Vietnam, officers 
roll, honours and awards, casualty list, 
biblio, index, pp160, **Peter Scott 
commanded 3RAR from 1969-1972 on their 
second tour of Vietnam. He also served in 
3RAR in Korea and Japan in the '50's, new, 
A$40. 

197/193. (10206)  Scott, Stuart. Charlie 
Don't Surf But Aussies Do.: Taking Time 
out from the Vietnam War.  Author, Qld, 
2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, fully 
illustrated in colour, pp127, **a delightful 
glimpse of Australians at leasure at the Peter 
Badcoe, VC Club and surf club, Back Beach 
Vung Tau during the Vietnam War, a ripper, 
vg cond and not often seen, A$45. 

197/194. (4731)  Stuart, Major R.F. (ed). 3 

RAR in South Vietnam, 1967-1968.  3rd 
Battalion, np? 1968. 1st ed, small 4to in 
protec mylar, fully illus in colour and b/w, 
many maps, full nominal roll incl 
casualties, honours and awards, pp104, 
**3RAR's First Tour of South Vietnam 1967-
68, a very good history with very detailed 
operational maps, much sought after and now 
rare, slight staining to rear cover else vg 
cond and very scarce, A$250. 

197/195. (9928)  Wells, Raymond &Boulton, 
Elizabeth. Uc Dai Loi - No 1 (Australia 

Number 1): Words and Images of the 
Vietnam War.  Access Press, Perth, 2000. 
1st ed, small oblong book in bright green 
covers, clean ex lib,  colour plates, pp51, 
**an excellent little book on a long-ago war still 
fresh in our minds, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$35. 

197/196. (2739)  Williams, Captain Iain 
McLean Vietnam : A Pictorial History of 
the Sixth Battalion The Royal Australian 

Regiment 1966-67.  Sixth Battalion, 1967. 
1st ed, 4to in d/w and mylar, fully illus 
with plates, maps, rolls, honours and 
awards, honour roll, pp250 **6RARs first 
tour of Vietnam, a valuable addition to our 
history of the war, bumped and shelf-worn 
d/w else good cond,and now extremely 
hard to find, A$120. 

 

The Great War 1914-1918 

 

197/197. (10117)  Belford, Captain Walter C. 
"Legs Eleven", Being the Story of the 11th 
Battalion, (AIF) in the Great War of 1914-
1918.  Imperial Printing Co, Ltd, Perth, 
1940. 1st ed, fully restored into quarter 
moroccan and green buckram in like 
slipcase, five raised bands to spine, all titles 
and decorations gilt, plates and maps, 
pp667, **the 11th Bn, AIF came from WA and 
was considered by MajGen Sinclair-Maclagan 
one of the finest battalions in the AIF.They 
fought at Gallipoli, the Western Front and 
Belgium. The battlion was immortalised in the 
Great Pyramid photograph, outstanding 
quality of a rare book, A$1200. 

197/198. (5606)  Berrie, Lieut Geo. L. Under 

Furred Hats: 6th  Australian Light Horse 
Regiment.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1919) 
Reprint, small 8vo in brown cloth covers,  
titles gilt, plates, casualty lists, honours and 
awards, pp179, **the 6th ALH served on 
Gallipoli and then in the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign at Romani, Amman, Es Salt and the 
Jordan Valley, new cond and now scarce, 
A$185. 

197/199. (7709)  Browning, Neville. For 

King and Cobbers: 51st Battalion AIF, 
1916-1919.  Author, Perth, 2007. 1st reprint, 
large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, 
plates & maps, nominal rolls, roll of 
honour, honours and awards (incl Sadler, 
VC) with citations, nominal roll of POWs, 
appendices, biblio, nominal index, pp432, 
**the history of the Western Australian 51st 
Bn, AIF in WW1 from its formation in Egypt 
in early 1916 from veterans of the 11th Bn, AIF 
to its disbandment in 1919 after the Armistice. 
They saw action as part of 13th Bde at 
Mouquet Farm, Noreuil, Messines, 
Broodseinde Ridge, Polygon Wood, Dernacourt 
and the battle of Vilers Bretonneux in 1918, 
new, A$135. 

197/200. (9811)  Browning, Neville. 
Fromelles to Nauroy: 31st Battalion, AIF 
1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 2013. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, 
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plates, maps, appendices list nominal roll, 
honour roll, POW roll, honours and 
awards (Bugden, VC KIA 
28/9/17),nominal index, biblio, pp464, 
**formed in 1915 in Australia and disbanded 
in 1919, the 31st Bn, AIF saw active serviceat 
Fromelles, Bapaume, Polygon Wood, Amiens, 
Villers-Carbonnel and the Hindenburg Line 
among others, outstanding unit history, new, 
A$120. 

197/201. (5281)  Browning, Neville. The 
Blue and White Diamond: 28th 
Battalion, AIF. 1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 
2002. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, signed by 
the author, plates (more than the 1st ed), 
maps, chronology, nominal rolls (incl 
nominal roll of POWs on the Western 
Front), honours and awards with 
citations, (incl Lt Alfred Gaby's VC), 
biblio, nom index, pp607, **the 28th, a 
Western Australian battalion, fought on 
Gallipoli and right through the Western Front 
with great distinction winning one VC 
(Gaby) and many other decorations - an 
excellent unit history, vg cond and now 
scarce, A$140. 

197/202. (2637)  Burness, Peter. The Nek: 

The Tragic Charge of the Light Horse at 
Gallipoli.  Kangaroo Press, NSW, 1996. 
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, ex lib, 
map in frontisp,  plates, chapter notes, 
index, pp168, **on 7 August 1915, in an ill-
fated attempt to break the stalemate at 
Gallipoli, hundreds of Australian Light 
Horsemen repeatedly charged the massed 
rifles and MGs of the Turkish defenders; total 
disaster, good cond and now hard to find, 
A$32. 

197/203. (8162)  Campbell, Christy. Band 
of Brigands: The First Men in Tanks.  
Harper Press, London, 2007. 1st ed, thick 
8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio, chapter 
notes, index, pp479, **the early days of tank 
crews on the Western Front. Originally 
known as 'Heavy Branch, Machine Gun 
Corps'. They were such an assorted bunch 
they were once described as 'a band of 
brigands, new, A$40. 

197/204. (6770)  Cranston, Fred. "Always 
Faithful": The History of the 49th 
Australian Infantry  Battalion 1916-1982.  
Boolarong Publications, Qld, 1983. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in laminated boards,  plates, 
maps, roll of officers and SNCOs of the 
modern 49th in 1983, index, pp243, **the 
49th was formed in 1916 and saw action on 
the Western Front at the Somme, Poziers, 
Bullecourt and Messines among others. In 
WW2 they were a Militia Battalion which 
deployed to the South West Pacific, Gona, 
Buna and Sanananda Road. The modern 49th 

is an Army Reserve Unit in Qld (49RQR), 
vg cond and now hard to find, A$100. 

197/205. (10008)  Cutlack, F.M. (ed). War 

Letters of General Monash.  Angus & 
Robertson, Sydney, 1935. 1st ed, 8vo in 
protected d/w, inscr in fep,  plates, maps, 
index, pp299, **Monash wrote many letters 
to his wife and daughter of which this book 
displays most. Later in the war a certain 
egoism is apparent in his writings which 
exemplifies the status of the Australian forces 
and their victories in 1918, vg cond and 
quite scarce, A$120. 

197/206. (9722)  Davies, Will. In the 

Footsteps of Private Lynch.  Vintage 
Books, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in 
card covers, then-and-now colour & b/w 
plates, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, 
pp257, **a follow up book to 'Somme Mud', 
the diary of Pte Lynch of the 45th Bn, AIF. 
Excellent then and now photos, vg cond, 
A$25. 

197/207. (5573)  Devine, W. The Story of a 
Battalion: Being a Record of the 48th 
Battalion, AIF.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp 
1919). Facsimile reprint, 8vo in red cloth 
with titles gilt, plates and maps 
(drawings and maps by Darryl Lindsay, 
Official Artist with the AIF), full casualty 
lists, honours and awards (VC to Pte 
James Woods), pp179, **the 48th was 
formed at Tel-el-Kabir in March 1916 from 
elements (4 officers and 350 ORs) of the 16th 
Bn recently evacuated from Gallipoli. It 
fought with great distinction on the Western 
Front (Somme, Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, 
Flanders, Bullecourt etc, very scarce unit 
history in mint cond, A$150. 

197/208. (10214)  Dowson, John. Off to 

War: WW1 1914-1918.  TFS Corporation, 
Ltd, Fremantle, 2014. 1st ed, large oblong 
4to in card covers, signed by the author, 
fully illustrated in colour and b/w, errata 
sip in fep, biblio, index, pp112, **a WW1 
1914-18 centenary commemorative souvenir. 
An outstanding work by on of Fremantle's 
very good local historians, new, A$32. 

197/209. (7584)  Edgar, Peter. To Villers-
Bretonneux: Brigadier-General William 
Glasgow, DSO and the 13th Australian 
Infantry Brigade.  AMHP, Sydney, 2006. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
endnotes, biblio, index, pp284, **traces the 
progress of Glasgow's 13th Australian 
Infantry Brigade from its formation in Egypt 
in 1916 to its costly double encounter with 
the enemy at Mouquet Farm; an excellent 
account, new, A$48. 

197/210. (9701)  Ekins, Ashley (ed) 
Gallipoli: A Ridge Too Far.  AWM/
Exisle Publishing, Canberra, 2013. 1st ed, 
small 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in 
colour and b/w, colour maps, notes, 
index, pp336, **a range of views by 
distinguished historians from every country 
involved in the conflict. These views offer a 
more complete picture of the historic events 
on Gallipoli than has hitherto been available, 
new, A$75. 

197/211. (7631)  Freeman, R.R. Second to 
None: A Memorial History of the 32nd 
Battalion, AIF, 1915-1919.  Peacock 
Publications, Adelaide, 2006. 1st ed, large 
4to in d/w, signed by the author, 
profusely illustrated, nominal rolls, 
appendices, large landscape photo in 
pocket at rear, pp422, **the 32nd Bn, 
AIFwas raised in Adelaide in 1915 of mostly 
South Australians and West Australians. It 
was a unit of the 5th Division on the Western 
Front and saw action at Fromelles, Ypres and 
the Hindenburg Line. vg cond, A$165. 

197/212. (3459)  G.W.G & S. The Thirty-
Ninth: The History of the 39th Battalion, 
Australian Imperial Force.  Burridge, 
Perth Nd? (fp1934) Facsimile reprint, 8vo 
in decorated boards, illus,  11 folding 
maps, index, nominal roll, honours and 
awards, pp371, **a Victorian Battalion 
trained on Salisbury plain as a part of the 3rd 
Division, saw action right through the 
Western Front Campaign, a good unit history 
and now scarce, vg cond, A$200. 

197/213. (8430)  Gill, Ian. Bloody Angle: 
Bullecourt and Beyond: 16th Battalion, 
AIF, 1914-19.  Author, Perth 2008. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w,  plates & maps, 
chronology, biographical honour & 
awards list, honour roll, POW roll, 
embarkation roll etc, glossary, biblio, 
nominal index, pp715, **the mainly West 
Australian 16th Bn, AIF distinguished itself 
at Pope's Hill and Quinn's Post in the early 
fighting on Gallipoli. They suffered appalling 
losses in the attempt on Baby 700 at Bloody 
Angle on 1 May 1915. They went on to play 
an important role at Pozieres and Mouquet 
Farm, Bullecourt, Messines, Passchendaele, 
Hebuterne, Villers-Bretonneus, Hamel and 
Amiens, vg cond, A$110. 

197/214. (9089)  Harris, Kirsty. More Than 
Bombs and Bandages: Australian Army 
Nurses at Work in World War 1.  Big Sky 
Publishing/AHU, Canberra, 2011. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, 
chapter end notes, biblio, index, pp344, 
**the story of the Australian Army Nursing 
Service (AANS) during WW1. An absorbing 
and meticulously constructed book 
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showcasing the breadth and significance of the 
contributions Army nurses made in WW1, 
new, A$42. 

197/215. (8010)  Hollis, Kenneth. Thunder 
of the Hooves: A History of 12 
Australian Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 
1915-1919.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in laminated hard boards, 
plates & maps, full nominal roll incl 
reinforcement lists, honours and awards, 
honour roll, biblio, nominal and general 
index, pp214, **the 12th LH Regt served on 
Gallipoli and in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign 
atRomani, Gaza, the attack on Beersheba, 
Palestine, Tiberius and Damascus, new, 
A$70.  

197/216. (1801)  Hunter, Doug. My Corps 
Cavalry: The History of the 13th 
Australian Light Horse, AIF on the 
Western Front in WW1.  Slouch Hat 
Publications, Victoria, 1999 1st ed, 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, full rolls, 
pp276, **the only Australian Light Horse 
unit (with horses) to serve outside the Sinai 
Palestine Campaign, new and now 
becoming scarce, A$75. 

197/217. (4913)  Joynt, W.D, VC. Saving 

the Channel Ports 1918.  Wren 
Publishing, Victoria, 1975. 1st ed, 8vo in 
d/w and mylar, signed by the author, 
plates, maps, personal diary entries, 
biblio, pp233, **Lt Donovan Joynt, VC, 8th 
Bn, AIF gives a vivid and most accurate 
picture of the 1st Division in action at a time 
when the British 2nd and 5th Armies were 
crumbling before the German Spring 
Offensive, excellent stuff, vg cond and 
scarce with signature, A$85. 

197/218. (3559)  Lee, Major J.E, DSO, MC. 
The Chronicle of the 45th Battalion, 
A.I.F.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1927) 
Facsimile reprint, 8vo in buckram with 
gilt titles, plates, maps, nominal roll, 
honours and awards with citations, 
casualties, pp132, **the 45th was born from 
remnants of the gallant 'Fighting' 13th Bn, 
AIF, 4th Bde, after Gallipoli at Tel-el-Kabir in 
Egypt and fought with distinction on the 
Western Front at Pozieres, Messines, 
Bullecourt, Passchendaele and  Villers Bret 
among others, new, A$85. 

197/219. (4416)  Longmore, Captain C. 
"Eggs-a-Cook"; The Story of the Forty 
Fourth Battalion, AIF; War - as the 
Digger Saw it.  Hesperian Press, Perth, 
2010 (fp1921). 3rd facsimile reprint,  8vo 
in d/w, plates, pp184 plus rolls, **a 
facsimile of Longmore's personal copy 
complete with margin notes by him and 
Neville Browning's nominal roll from his 

'Westralian Battalion' The 44th Bn, AIF 
served on the Western Front in WW1, as 
new cond, A$70. 

197/220. (1195)  McNicol N.G. The Thirty-
Seventh: The History of the 37th 
Battalion, AIF.  Burridge, Perth, nd? 
(fp1936) Facsimile reprint 8vo in original 
blue cloth  boards, a full nominal roll incl 
casualties, plates, illus and maps, pp354 
**a Victorian battalion, the 37th was part of 
the 10th Brigade, 4th Div and served with 
distinction on the Western Front at Messines, 
Ypres, Passchendaele and the Hindenburg 
Line among others, vg cond, now very 
scarce, A$185. 

197/221. (4194)  Olden, LtCol A.C.N., 
DSO. Westralian Cavalry in the War: 
The Story of the Tenth Light Horse 
Regiment, AIF, in the Great War, 1914-
1918.  Alexander McCubbin, Melbourne, 
1921. 1st ed, large rebound red volume, 
original spine pasted down, plates, maps 
(7 - in map packet at rear), inscr in fep, 
nominal rolls (by reinforcement), honours 
and awards, (incl Throssel's VC), roll of 
honour,  pp390 **a RARE book - one of 
Australia's most celebrated Light Horse units 
which served on Gallipoli as Infantry and 
then right through the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign, spine and lower part of cover 
sunned else in remarkable solid 
condition, A$500. 

197/222. (7587)  Olson, Wes. Gallipoli: 

The Western Australian Story.  UWA 
Press, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, roy.8vo in d/w, 
signed by the author, plates and maps, 
source notes, biblio, index, pp396, **a fresh 
perspective on the epic WW1 military 
campaign fought on the Gallipoli Peninsular 
of Turkey; an excellent resource, vg cond, 
A$85. 

197/223. (6976)  Parsonson, Ian M. Vets at 
War: A History of the Australian Army 
Veterinary Corps 1909-1946.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates and maps, appendices, endnotes, 
biblio, index, pp224, **for 37 years the 
Australian Army Veterinary Corps played an 
important role in the fabric of Army service - 
it was phased out when mechanisation took 
over, new, A$34. 

197/224. (6117)  Pedersen, P.A. Monash as 

Military Commander.  MUP, Melbourne, 
1985. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, inscr 
in fep, plates and maps, source notes, 
biblio, index, pp363, **a detailed and 
dispassionate account of Sir John Monash's 
development as a military commander before 
and during WW1, vg cond and hard to 

find, A$110. 

197/225. (8001)  Pedersen, Peter. The 
ANZACS: Gallipoli to the Western 
Front.  Viking/Penguin, Melbourne, 2007. 
1st ed, large roy. 8vo in protected d/w, 
profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, 
chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, 
pp447, **Australian historian Dr. Peter 
Pedersen (ex CO 5/ 7RAR post Vietnam) has 
produced an important book tracing the 
evolution of the AIF from the enthusiastic 
amateurs of Gallipoli to the skilled warriors of 
the Western Front where in brutal and 
unspeakable conditions won their 
reputation as 'the best infantryen of the 
war and perhaps of all time', vg cond, 
A$65. 

197/226. (10054)  Pittaway, Andrew. 
Fremantle Voices of the Great War: A 
History of Fremantle People Who 
Served in the Great War of 1914-1919.  
Author, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, signed by the author, profusely 
illustrated, maps, roll of honour, roll of 
returned men, honours and awards, foot 
notes, biblio, nominal index, pp580, 
**quite an extraordinary and complete study 
of Fremantle's commitment in the Great War. 
Well done Andrew, new, A$65. 

197/227. (8494)  Richardson, Lieut-
Colonel, J.D. DSO. The History of the 7th 
Light Horse Regiment, AIF,  1914-1919.  
A. Green, Brisbane, 2009. (fp1923). 
Facsimile, large 8co in cloth boards, 
numbered copies, plates, mapshonours 
and awards, honour roll, pp126, **the 7th 
was raised in NSW in 1914 serving on 
Gallipoli and then the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign at Romani, Gaza, Beersheba, 
Jordan among others, new, A$180. 

197/228. (6314)  Snelling, Stephen. VCs of 

the First World War: Gallipoli.  Wrens 
Park Publishing, UK, 1999 (fp1995). 
Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates and 
maps, sources & biblio, index, pp264, 
**thirty-nine VCs were won on Gallipoli - 
including the 'six before breakfast' to the 
Brits; the seven Australians at Lone Pine; 
Albert Jacka at Courtneys; the Kiwi Bassett at 
Chunuk Bair and Hugo Throssell (10th LH) 
at Hill 60, vg cond, A$25. 

197/229. (6317)  Snelling, Stephen. VCs of 
the First World War: Passchendaele 
1917.  Wren Publishing, UK, 2000 
(fp1998). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates 
and maps, sources and biblio, index, 
pp280, **60,000 Allied soldiers were killed at 
Passchendaele and 61 VCs were won, vg 
cond, A$25. 
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197/230. (7629)  St. Claire, Ross. Our 
Gift to the Empire: 54th Australian 
Infantry Battalion, AIF, 1916-1919.  
Author, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, signed and numbered 
(126/1000) plates (some colour) and 
maps, nominal rolls plus many 
biographical sketches,  appendices, 
index, pp454, **the 54th was raised in 
1916 in NSW to fight on the Western 
Front. It saw action at Fromelles, Flaibaix, 
Bullecourt, Viller-Bretonneaux and 
Polygon Wood, new, A$130. 

197/231. (9952)  Steel, Nigel. The 
Battlefields of Gallipoli: Then and 
Now (1990).  Leo Cooper, London, 
1990. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, maps, biblio, index, pp246, **75 
years after the debacle that was Gallipoli, 
vg cond, A$32. 

197/232. (5653)  White, Capt Thomas 
A. The Fighting Thirteenth.  
Burridge, Perth nd? (fp1924). 
Facsimile reprint, 4to in d/w, colour 
photo of battalion colour in frontis, 
plates, maps, (2 x VCs, Murray and 
Sexton), pp168, **the 13th Bn AIF 
fought on Gallipoli and the Western Front 
particularly in Flanders, Pozieres, 
Mouquet Farm, Stormy Trench 
(Murray's VC), Bullecourt, Messines etc. 
A very heavily decorated  Australian unit 
with 2 VCs, 6 DSOs, 33 MCs, 31 DCMs, 
195 MMs, vg cond and now scarce, 
A$120. 

197/233. (26)  Wilson, L.C. C.M.G., 
D.S.O. (Brig-Gen.) Operations of 
Third Light Horse Brigade, A.I.F. 
from 27th October 1917 to 4th March 
1919.  Burridge, Perth, nd? np? (fp in 
the 20s) Facsimile reprint in green 
boards, plates, maps, **an important 
account of the 3rd LH Bde which included 
WA 10th LH Regt, new cond, A$75. 

197/234. (10118)  Wren, Eric. 
Randwick to Hargicourt: History of 
the 3rd Battalion, AIF.  Ronald G. 
McDonald, Sydney, 1935. 1st ed, large 
8vo in fully restored bindings, quarter 
moroccan and blue buckram in like 
slipcase, 5 raised bands to spine, all 
titles and decorations gilt, plates, 
maps, footnotes, nominal roll incl 
casualty list, complete with many 
photos, pp399, **the 3rd Bn, AIF was 
raised in NSW and saw active service on 
Gallipoli, the Western Front. This book 
was deaccessioned from the library of the 
Official Historian at Victoria Barracks 
Paddington (could this have been C.E.W 
himself?), an outstanding rescue of a 

very valuable unit history, RARE, 
A$1,200. 

197/235. (4304)  Wrench, C.M. (MC). 
Campaigning With the Fighting 9th: 
In and Out of the Line with the 
Ninth Battalion AIF.  Boolarong, Qld, 
1985. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps, general index, personal index, 
biblio, extensive endnotes, 
appendices, honour roll, honoursd 
and awards, pp598, **the 9th was the 
first unit ashore at ANZAC. It served 
with distinction on Gallipoli and the 
Western Front losing 3,525 men KIA and 
WIA, vg cond, A$120. 
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197/236. (1707)  Angolia, LTC John R. 
On the Field of Honour: A History of 
the Knight’s Cross Bearers. Vol 1  
Bender, USA, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in 
printed boards,  inscr, full pictorial 
and bio listing of each recipient, biblio, 
pp285, **Vol 1 of the Knight's Cross 
Bearers. Now rare and much sought-after 
collector’s item, vg cond, A$125. 

197/237. (5030)  Angolia, LTC John R. 
On the Field of Honour: A History of 
the Knight's Cross Bearers. Vol 2  R. 
James Bender, USA, 1980. 1st ed, 8vo 
in decorated boards,an A to Z 
biographical  listing of all recipients 
(with photos), pp365, ** Volume 2 deals 
with the Knights Cross of the Iron Cross 
with Oak Leaves, excellent reference, vg 
cond and now rare in 1st ed, A$125. 

(A$230 the pair) 

197/238. (8374)  Angolia, Major John R. 
Daggers, Bayonets and Fighting 
Knives of Hitler's Germany.  R. James 
Bender, USA, 1971. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
decorated boards, fully illustrated, 
listing of makers codes, biblio, pp334, 
**an outstanding reference for the serious 
German militaria collector, white covers 
contacted else vg cond and scarce, 
A$85. 

197/239. (10171)  Atkinson, Rick. The 
Guns at Last Light: The War in 
Western Europe, 1944-1945.  Henry 
Holt and Co, NY, 2013. 1st ed, large 
8vo in protected d/w, plates 
andmaps, vast quantity of notes and 
large biblio, index, pp877, **the 
magnificient conclusion to Atkinson's 

vast work. He won the Pulitzer Prize for 
his efforts. One of the best general 
accounts of the Allied thrust towards 
Germany, vg cond, A$35. 

197/240. (9967)  Bancroft, RANR, Able-
Seaman Arthur & Yeoman of Signals 
R.G. Roberts, RAN. The Mikado's 
Guest: A Story of Japanese Captivity.  
Authors, Perth, nd? Poss reprint, large 
8vo in card covers, signed by Bancroft, 
text illustrations, map and plate in 
frontispiece, pp152, **both authors were 
HMAS PERTH survivors at Sunda 
Strait. Captivity followed, the Burma Thai 
Railway, and various other atrocities. 
Bancroft was sunk again on his way to 
work in the mines in Japan. Remarkable 
story, vg cond, A$65. 

197/241. (4232)  Bellair, John. From 
Snow to Jungle: A History of the 
2/3rd Australian Machine Gun 
Battalion.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 
1987. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, 
nominal roll and roll of honour, index, 
appendices, honours awards, pp298, 
**the 2/3rd MG Bn served in North Africa 
with the 7th Aust Div. On the way home 
they stopped in at Batavia in Java where, 
after two days of heavy fighting, were 
captured by the Japanese spending the 
remainder of the war on the Burma-Thai 
railway as POWs, vg cond, A$85. 

197/242. (2794)  Bender, Roger James. 
Legion Condor: Uniforms, 
Organization and History.  Author, 
1992. 1st ed, 8vo in printed boards, full 
narrative pictorial, biblio, **the Legion 
Condor in Spain became the vehicle with 
which Germany tested their new 
armaments especially the Luftwaffe, vg 
cond and scarce, A$90. 

197/243. (2499)  Bn History Ctee. What 
We Have We Hold!: A History of the 
2/17th Australian Infantry Battalion, 
1940-1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1998.
(fp1990) Revised ed, large 8vo in 
printed boards, plates, maps, illus, 
nominal roll incl casualty lists etc, 
index, post war activities of the 
2/17RNSWR, pp498, **the 2/17th Bn, a 
20th Bde, 9 Division unit, served in the 
Middle East and the New Guinea 
Campaign; a good unit history, vg cond, 
A$120. 

197/244. (8886)  Bradley, Phillip. Wau 

1942 - 1943.  Army History Unit, 
Canberra, 2010. 1st ed, large trade 8vo 
in card covers, fully illustrated with 
colour and b/w plates and maps, 
biblio, index, pp216, **throught most of 
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1942, the Australian Army fought a series 
of commando actions to keep the Japanese 
at bay in the Wau-Salamaua area of New 
Guinea. The commando operation against 
Salamaua in June 1942 is still considered 
'the perfect raid', new, A$28. 

197/245. (5994)  Brigg, Stan & Les. The 
36th Australian Infantry Battalion, 
1939-1945: Ike's Marines. (AIF)  36th 
Bn Assn/AMHP, Sydney, 2003 
(fp1967). Reprint, 8vo in laminated 
boards, plates and maps, casualty lists, 
index, pp231, **the 36th Battalion (St 
George's English Rifle Regiment) was 
composed of AIF, Regular and CMF 
soldiers and fought in New Guinea and 
environs from 1942 to 1954. Battle 
Honours - Buna-Gona, Sanananda Road, 
Liberation of Australian New Guinea & 
SW-Pacific, vg cond, A$75. 

197/246. (7452)  Brocklebank, Laurie. 
JAYFORCE: New Zealand and the 
Military Occupation of Japan 1945-
48.  OUP, Auckland, 1997. 1st ed, 
roy.8vo in card covers, profusely ilus 
in b/w, chapter notes, extensive 
biblio, index, pp262, **a vivid and 
colourful account of NZs first peace 
keeping mission as part of BCOF in Japan 
after WW2. Over 12,000 men and women 
served there, new cond, A$25. 

197/247. (6379)  Brune, Peter. A 
Bastard of a Place: The Australians in 
Papua: Kokoda, Milne Bay, Gona, 
Buna, Sanananda.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 2004. 2nd ed, thick 8vo in 
card covers, plates and maps, source 
notes, extensive biblio, index, pp691, 
**the final, all-encompassing story of the 
five battles that changed Australia forever, 
vg cond, A$26. 

197/248. (10043)  Colebatch, Hal G.B. 
Australia's Secret War: How 
Unionists Sabotaged Our Troops in 
World War 2.  Quadrant Books, 
Sydney, 2016 (fp2013). Reprint, large 
8vo in d/w, chapter notes, 
chronology, index, pp340, **a chronicle 
of the disgraceful and treasonous 
performance by Australian Maritime 
Union and their fellow travelers. Of 
course, Curtin did nothing about it, a 
must read to really understand what 
happened, new, A$55. 

197/249. (8799)  Deist, Wilhelm. The 
Wehrmacht and German 
Rearmament.  Uni Toronto Press, 
Toronto, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp151, 
**the question was how could the 

Wehrmacht secretly re-arm itself from 
1933 to such a powerful force by 1939? 
This book attempts to answer the 
questions, vg cond and uncommon, 
A$36. 

197/250. (4734)  Draydon, Allan W. 
Men of Courage; A History of 2/25th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 1940-
1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 2001. (fp2000) 
1st ed,  large 8vo in laminated boards,  
plates, maps, nominal rolls, honours 
and awards (incl VC citation for 
Private Richard Kelliher), index, 
pp382, **the 2/25th saw service with the 
7th Division in Syria, New Guinea and 
Borneo, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$85. 

197/251. (1732)  Givney, EC. (ed). The 
First At War: The Story of the 2/1st 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-
45, The City of Sydney Regiment.  
Editorial Committee Association of 
First Infantry Battalions, NSW. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in good d/w, plates & maps, 
full rolls, honours and awards, 
casualty rolls, pp558, **the 1st served in 
the North African Campaign (Bardia, 
Tobruk, Palestine and Syria), the Greek 
and Crete Campaign (Retimo) and the 
New Guinea Campaign, (Kokoda Track, 
Gorari, Soputa, Wewak etc), vg cond and 
very hard to find, A$200. 

197/252. (3390)  Hall, Leslie G. The 
Blue Haze: Incorporating the History 
of 'A' Force Groups 3 & 5, Burma/
Thai Railway 1942-43.  Kangaroo 
Press, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, trade 8vo 
in card covers, plates, illus, pp319, 
**the cruel deception by the Japanese to 
convince 3,000 POWs in Changi that they 
were to be exchanged in Timor and 
instead sent them to work on the Burma/
Thai railway line, vg cond and now 
scarce, A$36. 

197/253. (8755)  Hawes, Stephen & 
White, Ralph (eds). Resistance in 

Europe: 1939-1945.  Allen Lane, 
London, 1975. 1st ed, 8vo in bumped 
but now protected d/w, faded spine, 
inscr in fep, biblio, pp235, **based on 
the proceedings of a symposium held at the 
University of Salford, March 1973 - a 
wide ranging and detailed study of the 
resistant movements in Europe during 
WW2, good cond, A$28. 

197/254. (10141)  Horner, David. 
General Vasey's War.  MUP, 
Melbourne, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
good d/w, plates, maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp364, **MajGen 

'Bloody George' Vasey, was one of our 
most experienced and well respected 
commanders of WW2. He commanded 
troops in the Middle East, Greece, Crete 
and the SWPA. He was killed in a plane 
crash off Qld in March 1945, vg cond, 
A$40. 

197/255. (10115)  Johnston, Mark. 
ANZACS in the Middle East: 
Australian Soldiers, their Allies and 
the Local People in World War 2.  
Cambridge Uni Press, 2013. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp255, 
**by Nov 1939, 20,000 Australians had 
signed up for the 2nd AIF. Eventually, 
over 100,000 served in the Middle East 
theatre. This book examines the 
relationship between our soldiers , their 
Allies and the local peoples, as new cond, 
A$34. 

197/256. (8029)  Leckie, Neil. Country 

Victoria's Own: 150-Year History of 
8th/7th Battalion, Royal Victoria 
Regiment and its Predecessors 1858-
2008.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, 
biblio, index, pp352, **traces the history 
of the Ballarat infantry and the units in 
major citues and towns of country 
Victoria. In essence it shows the links 
between all the towns and the military 
history of northern and western Victoria, 
new, A$40. 

197/257. (1471)  Lockwood, Douglas. 
Australia’s Pearl Harbour: Darwin 
1942.  Cassell Australia, 1967. (fp1966). 
1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
maps, index, appendices, pp232, **on 
19 Feb 1942, Darwin was attacked by 188 
Japanese planes in broad daylight killing 
243 people, vg cond, A$30. 

197/258. (4441)  Long, Gavin. The 
Final Campaigns: Australia in the 
War of 1939-1945, (Army) Series 1 
(V11).  AWM, Canberra, 1963. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in sl chipped d/w, plates 
and maps, appendices detail statistics 
and orders of battle, extensive foot-
notes, index, pp667, **the 7th and final 
volume in the official 'Army Series' of the 
Australian Army's involvement in WW2. 
Deals with New Guinea, Bougainville and 
New Britain. Extremely hard to find, vg 
cond and hard to find, A$60. 

197/259. (1473)  Long, Gavin. The Six 
Years War: Australia in the 1939-45 
War.  AWM, Canberra, 1972. 1st ed, 
8vo in torn d/w, profusely illus with 
plates and maps, index, pp518, **this is 
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primarily the overview volume to the 22 
vol official set, some loss to d/w else 
good cond, now scarce, A$48. 

197/260. (9995)  MacDonald, Callum, 
The Killing of Reinhard Heydrich: 
The SS 'Butcher of Prague'.  Da Capo 
Press, NY, 1998 (fp1989). Reprint, 
trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
chapter notes, biblio, appendices, 
index, pp239, **Heydrich was 
assassinated by two Czech exiles (Gabcic 
& Kubis) in Prague on 27 May 1942. 
They were ruthlessly hunted down and 
killed along with hundreds of others. 
Heydrich was close to the worst Nazi of 
them all, good riddance, good cond, 
A$28. 

197/261. (4698)  Masel, Philip. The 
Second 28th: The Story of a Famous 
Battalion of the Ninth Australian 
Division.  Assn, Perth, 2000 (fp1961). 
3rd ed, large 8vo in mint d/w, plates 
and maps, full nominal rolls, (1st ed 
lacked the rolls), honours and awards, 
appendices, index, pp390, **the 2/28th 
Bn, AIF was heavily involved in the 
campaigns of the Middle East and then in 
New Guinea (Scarlett Beach Finschafen, 
Busu) and, Borneo (Labuan, Beaufort), 
new cond and now out of print and 
scarce, A$120. 

197/262. (10087)  Maynard, Roger. 
Ambon: The Truth About one of the 
Most Brutal POW Camps in World 
War 2 and the Triumph of the Aussie 
Spirit.  Hachette, , Sydney, 2014. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates 
and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp334, **the story of Gull Force, 1150 
men many from the 2/21st Bn, AIF who 
were over run on the Indonesian island of 
Ambon. Barely 300 survived after 3 years 
of hellish privation and brutality, vg 
cond, A$28. 

197/263. (10135)  McDonald, Neil. 
Chester Wilmot Reports: Broadcasts 
that Shaped WW2.  ABC Books, 
Sydney, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, endnotes, index, pp401, **ABC 
broadcaster Chester Wilmot, was one of 
the greatest correspondents of WW2.. The 
Middle East, Crete and Greece and the 
SWPA campaign saw Wilmot's dulcet 
tones reporting the daily battle, vg cond, 
A$35. 

197/264. (7362)  Mitcham, Samuel W. 
Hitler's Legions: German Order of 
Battle World War 2.  Leo Cooper/
Secker Warburg, London, 1985. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w (price clipped), 

plates, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp540, **the definitive book on the 
organisational and technical aspects of the 
German ground forces which swept across 
Europe with such ruthless efficiency in 
1939 and 1940, vg cond, A$36. 

197/265. (8527)  Neillands, Robin. The 
Battle of the Rhine 1944: Arnhem and 
the Ardennes: the Campaign in 
Europe.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 
London, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates & maps, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp335, **casts a new and 
informed light on the long-drawn-out and 
costly struggle for the Rhine, vg cond, 
A$25. 

197/266. (5359)  Oakes, Bill. Muzzle 
Blast: Six Years of War with the 2/2nd 
Australian Machine Gun Battalion, 
AIF.  2/2nd MG Bn Assn, Sydney, 
1980. 1st ed,  oblong 8vo in protected 
d/w,  presentation copy to MajGen 
John Broadbent, signed by three 
members, fully illus with plates and 
maps, nominal roll, honours and 
awards, roll of honour pp305, **the 
2/2nd, a 9th Div MG battalion, served at 
Tobruk, Alamein and the South West 
Pacific, slight moisture exposure else a 
good copy with provenance, A$85. 

197/267. (4903)  Paull, Raymond. 
Retreat from Kokoda.  Heinemann, 
Melbourne, 1958. 1st ed, 8vo in 
bumped but now protected d/w, inscr 
on fep, plates, maps, index, pp319, **a 
story of courage, skill and endurance and 
also an indictment against the way the 
campaign was fought and how Potts's 
brigade were treated by Macarthur and 
Blamey, an important AIF book, vg cond 
and scarce in 1st ed, A$42. 

197/268. (6769)  Penfold, A.W, Bayliss, 
W.C & Crispin, K.E. Galleghan's 
Greyhounds: The Story of the 2/30th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 22 Nov 
1940 - 10 Oct 1945.  2/30 Bn Ass, 
Sydney, 1984 (fp1979). 2nd reprint, 
8vo in or grey cl,  no d/w, inscr in fep, 
colour patch on front cover, honours 
and awards, casualty list, pp407, **the 
2/30th was commanded by the famous and 
somewhat controversial 'Black-Jack' 
Galleghan in Singapore and Malaya - they 
were famous for their legendary deadly 
ambush of Japanese on the bridge at 
Gemas in Malaya before being captured 
and interned as POWs , vg cond and 
very scarce, A$85. 

 

197/269. (4443)  Perez, Fr. Eugene, 
OSB. Kalumburu War Diary.  
Artlook, Perth, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in 
card covers, inscription in fep, plates, 
pp264, **the diary of Fr Perez throughout 
the dark days of WW2 in which the 
Kalumburu Mission was severely bombed 
by the Japanese, vg cond, A$45. 

197/270. (1231)  Perrin, Alex. The 
Private War of the Spotters: A 
History of the New Guinea Air 
Warning Wireless Company, Feb 
1942 - Apr 1945.  Assn, Victoria, 1990. 
1st ed, 8vo in good mylar prot d/w, 
plates, illus & maps, nominal roll, 
index, pp294, vg cond, A$48. **the 
Spotters Company was a most highly 
decorated Signals unit winning an MBE, 
ten MMs and ten MIDs for rescuing or 
burying over 200 downed airmen in the 
islands in WW2, vg cond and very hard 
to find, A$80. 

197/271. (9780)  Radovic, Branislav. 
German Helmets of the Second 
World War, Vol 1:  M1916/18, M1932, 
M1935, M1940, M1942, M1942/45.  
Schiffer Military, USA, 2002. 1st ed, 
very large 4to in mint d/w, fully 
illustrated in colour on superior 
paper, pp325, **the best of all the 
German helmet books, a must for the 
collector, (weight 2.5kg), ($250 the pair), 
vg cond, A$140. 

197/272. (9781)  Radovic, Branislav. 
German Helmets of the Second 
World War, Vol 2: Paratroop, Covers, 
Liners, Makers, Insignia etc.  Schiffer 
Military, USA, 2002. 1st ed, very large 
4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour 
on superior paper, pp299, **the second 
of the brilliant Schiffer helmet books 
(weight 2.5kg) vg cond, A$140. 
(**A$250 the pair) 

197/273. (9857)  Reynolds, Michael. 
Men of Steel: 1 SS Panzer Corps:The 
Ardennes and the Eastern Front 1944-
45.  Spellmount, UK, 2005. Reprint, 
trade 8vo in card covers, plates & 
maps, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp322+, **the story of the 1st and 12th 
SS Panzer Divisions (of 1 SS Corps) in 
the Ardennes and the East Front 1944-45, 
vg cond, A$38. 

197/274. (5774)  Ryan, Peter. Fear 

Drive My Feet.  Duffy & Snellgrove, 
Sydney, 2001 (fp1959). Reprint, small 
8vo in card covers, maps, pp301, **the 
classic WW2 memoir of an Australian 
behind enemy lines in New Guinea; a 
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great read, vg cond, A$20. 

197/275. (6005)  Smith, Alan. Convoys 
up the Track: A History of 121st 
Australian General Transport 
Company (AIF) 1941-1946.  Author, 
Adelaide, 2000 (fp1991). Revised ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, profusely illus, 
maps, nominal rolls, appendices, 
biblio, index, pp300, **the author was a 
member of the 121st and served as a 
Convoy Platoon Officer (56 return trips 
'up the track'). A good unit history of a 
mostly un-sung unit, vg cond and 
scarce in 1st ed, A$60. 

197/276. (4513)  Smith, LtCol Neil, 
AM. TID-APA: The History of the 
4th Anti-Tank Regiment (AIF).  
Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 1992. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w,  plates, maps, 
appendices, rolls, honours and 
awards, index, pp231, **the 4th Anti-
Tank Regt 8th Div, (less one battery) was 
captured by the Japs in Malaya, new, 
A$40. 

197/277. (6768)  Thompson, Peter A. & 
Macklin, Robert. The Battle of 
Brisbane: Australians and the Yanks 
at War.  ABC Books, Sydney, 2000. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, biblio, 
pp242, **’over-paid, over-sexed and over-
here!’ was the cry in Brisbane in 
November 1942 when brawls broke out 
between our American guests and 
Australian soldiers. A US MP shot dead 
one Australian (Gunner Webster) and 
wounded six others and a civilian, vg 
cond, A$28. 

197/278. (6367)  Trigellis-Smith, S. 
Britain to Borneo: A History of the 
2/32nd Australian Infantry Battalion.  
Battalion, Assn, Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in good  d/w, inscr in fep, 
plates and maps, full nominal roll, 
battle casualty list, honours and 
awards (with citations), biblio, index, 
pp386, **the 2/32nd Bn, AIF, 25th Bde, 
served at Tobruk, El Alamein and the 
New Guinea and Borneo Campaigns; an 
excellent unit history, vg cond and now 
hard to find, A$240. 

197/279. (5469)  Uren, Malcolm. A 
Thousand Men at War: The Story of 
the 2/16th Battalion, AIF.  
Heinemann, London, 1959. 1st ed, 8vo 
in poor d/w (now protected) plates, 
maps, full nominal roll, pp289, **the 
2/16th saw active service in the Syrian 
Campaign (Litani, Sidon and Damour) 
and then New Guinea (Kokoda Track, 

Gona Beach, the Markham and Ramu 
Valleys, Shaggy Ridge and finally 
Balikpapan, a very good and scarce unit 
history, evidence of some moisture 
effects else fair cond and rare, A$85. 

197/280. (7081)  Williamson, Gordon. 
Infantry Aces of the Reich.  Arms & 
Armour Press, London, 1991. 1st ed, 
8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
appendices, biblio, index, pp154, **an 
account of the outstanding feats of bravery 
performed by 32 Infantry aces such as 
Major Rudolph Witzig, who was awarded 
the Knight's Cross for the attack on the 
Belgian fortress Eben Emael, vg cond, 
A$65. 

197/281. (1233)  Yeats, J.D. & Loh, 
W.G. (eds) Red Platypus: A Record of 
the Achievements of the 24th 
Australian Infantry Brigade, 9th 
Division 1940-45. ‘In the Field’, 
September, 1945.  No imprint? Nd? 
1st ed, 4to in card covers, illus with 
plates, maps and cartoons, honours 
and awards, pp85, **24th Bde was made 
up of 2/28th, 2/32nd and 2/43rd Bns plus 
Corps troops; they saw a lot of action in 
the Middle East and the SW-Pacific 
Campaigns, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$55. 

 

Late Inclusions: 

 

197/282. Ludbrook, Juliet. Until the 
Boys Return: A History of the 
Australian Women’s Land Army 
(WA Division) 1942-1945. Ex AWLA 
Association of WA, Perth, 2010. 1st ed, 
small 4to in card covers, chapter notes, 
nominal roll, biblio, index, pp228, 
**when the balloon went up in WW2, 
thousands of farm workers joined the 
services. The women stepped into the 
breech and operated the Australian farms 
‘till the boys came home’, vg cond and 
scarce, A$42. 

197/283. Feain, Paul & Aroney, Ellie. 
Ion Idriess: An Annotated and 
Illustrated Bibliography. The 
Cornstalk Bookshop & Sydney Rare 
Book Auctions, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, signed and numbered 
(#189 of 200), fully illustrated in 
colour, maps on inside boards, 
superior paper, artist and subject 
indices, biblio, chronological index, 
pp124 (+xix), **Ion Idriess is one of 

Australia’s most prodigious and collected 
authors. He served in the 5th Light Horse 
in WW1 (thus The Desert Column). His 
‘guerrilla series’ in WW2 are the ‘holy 
grails’ of Australian military book 
collecting, new (only 1 copy available), 
A$140. 

197/284. Baker, Kenneth (ed). The 

Faber Book of War Poetry. Faber & 
Faber, London, 1996. 1st, thick 8vo in 
d/w, index of authors, pp598, 
**possibly the biggest collection of war 
poetry ever, covers all the great writers 
from WW1 including Sassoon, Owen, 
Thomas, Auden, Coleridge, Spencer, 
Dickinson and many more, vg cond, 
A$36. 

197/285. (5289) Palazzo, Albert. 
Defenders of Australia; The Third 
Australian Division (in WW1). 
AMHP/AHU, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 
small 4to in d/w, plates & maps, 
endnotes, biblio, index, pp245, **a 
history of one of Australia’s citizen soldier 
formations from 1916 to 1991. The first 
commander was MajGen John Monash on 
the Western Front, vg cond, A$55. 

197/286. Byrnes, G.M. Green 
Shadows: A War History of the 
Papuan Infantry Battalion (1 New 
Guinea Infantry Battalion, 2 New 
Guinea Infantry Battalion, 3 New 
Guinea Infantry Battalion). G.M. 
Byrnes, Qld, 198. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
green cloth boards, maps on inside 
covers, plates and maps, colour plate 
in frontispiece, nominal rolls, honour 
roll, honours and awards, glossary, 
pp271, **the three NG Inf Bns morphed 
into the Papuan Infantry Battalion. They 
served in all parts of NG in the SW 
Pacific Campaign of WW2, new cond, 
A$120. 

 

End___________________ 


